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APPENDIX A 

MITZVOT IN THE NEW TESTAMENT 

SUBJECT INDEX 
 

A* 
abandoning (leaving) one’s spouse CB3 

abiding with someone when 

   traveling for ministry NA12 

abolished, treating Torah as having 

   been abolished HB7 

abstaining from 

 - eating  

      ◦ blood IA1 

      ◦ food sacrificed to idols IA2 

 - immoral acts WA1 

 - fornication & other acts of  

      sexual immorality WA1 

 - things polluted by idols VA6 

abuse, accepting JA6 

abused, allowing ourselves to be JA10 

accepting  

 - abuse JA6 

 - persecution JA6 

 - suffering & disgrace in order 

      to serve Yeshua YA2 

accompanying our faith with actions GB68 

accumulating 

 - worldly 

      ◦ possessions CA1 

      ◦ wealth CA1 

accusation against a leader without 

   two or three leaders, receiving an RA5 

accusing a leader without there being 

   two or three witnesses RA5 

acknowledging Yeshua as our 

   spiritual leader OA5 

acting in unbelief GB54 

acquiring the knowledge of God BA47 

actions, accompanying our faith with GB68 

acts of sexual immorality 

 - abstaining from WA1 

 - teaching to commit WA6 

adding or removing words from 

   Revelation HB26 

adhering to traditions that conflict 

   with God’s commandments HB3 

anger AA23 

adjudicating disputes between  

   brothers (believers) RA1 

 - in a court of unbelievers RA14 

adornments while in prayer, wearing FA15 

adultery, committing WA4 

adversary, the (see “Satan”) 

adversity, overcoming through faith 

   & perseverance UA6 

affairs, being diverted by secular GB57 

after birth, circumcising on the 

   eighth day DB2 

alert 

 - against spiritual danger, being GB19  

 - for the signs and moment of 

      Yeshua’s return, staying HA3 

 - in our prayers & petitions, 

      being FA1 

aligning our conscience with the 

   Holy Spirit AB13 

all  

 - things in love, doing GB34 

alleviate suffering, praying to FA36 

allowing 

 - a spouse who is an unbeliever 

      to leave CB5  

 - ourselves to be  

      ◦ abused JA10 

      ◦ deceived by Satan or  

           deceiving spirits SA5 

 - passions & emotions to lead us 

      astray GB60 

all situations, persevering in GB48 

alms (see “charity”) 

ambassador, ministering as 

   Yeshua’s NA18 

ambition, having selfish AA35 

angelic beings, insulting or defaming GB76 

anger AA23 

 - dealing with AA21 

 - not sinning a result of AA60 
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 - while in prayer, having FA14 

angry while in prayer, becoming FA14 

animals that were strangled, eating IA3 

anoint with oil when sick, calling on 

   elders to FA37 

answer for our hope, being ready to 

   give a reasoned TA12 

anti-messiah 

 - being deceived by the HA4 

 - following the HA4 

anxieties & cares on God, putting 

   our GB74 

anxiety (see “worry” and  

   “worrying”) 

apostate, being GB66 

Apostles (see “Shl’chim”) 

applying Torah to Gentiles XA4 

approval, presenting ourselves to 

   God as worthy of  BA24 

arguing 

 - over prohibited foods IA4 

 - while in prayer FA14 

 - with 

       ◦ our neighbor DA26 

       ◦ persons weak in faith DA40 

 - contentiously DA42 

 - fruitlessly DA42 

 - stupidly DA42  

arguments 

 - contentious, engaging in DA42 

 - fruitless, engaging in DA42 

 - stupid, engaging in DA42 

arming ourselves with  

 - spiritual weapons SA4 

 - the mind of Yeshua SA9 

armor & weaponry, wearing & 

   employing God’s GB11 

arrogant, being EA6 

ashamed of 

 - belief in God BA5 

 - belief in Yeshua BA5 

 - faith in God BA5 

 - faith in Yeshua BA5 

 - Yeshua & his teaching BA60 

asking payment for ministering 

   the Word of God NA4 

aspiring to be mature in our thoughts GB25 

assisting Jews in material ways, 

   Gentiles XA6 

assembling with the brethren DA62 

assertiveness AA23 

associating with  

 - a brother (see “shunning”) 

      ◦ who is sexually immoral DA19 

      ◦ whose life is not in 

           accord with the Shlichim DA17 

 - divisive brother DA34 

 - false teachers KA3 

    - persons who would lead us 

       astray DA13 

astray (see “stumble” 

 - allowing passions & emotions 

      to lead us GB60 

 - associating with persons who 

         would lead us DA13 

 - guarding against persons who 

      would lead us                    DA13, JA2 

 - leading our neighbor DA18  

associating with a brother who is 

   committing a sin of immorality DA19 

attainment, letting our conduct fit 

   the level of our spiritual GB13 

attending congregational meetings DA62 

attributes of  

 - congregational leaders & elders OA1 

 - shamashim OA2 

 - wives of leaders OA6 

authorities  

 - giving what is theirs to our  

      secular PA1 

 - guarding against wrongful 

      ways of PA2 

 - honoring our secular PA6 

 - obeying PA3 

 - submitting to PA3 

authority 

 - over men, women having FB3 

 - praying for persons in FA33 

avenging (see “vengeance”) 

awaiting Yeshua’s return patiently HA5 
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B* 
b’rit milah (ritual circumcision), 

   Gentiles undergoing XA3 

backsliding after knowing God’s 

   righteousness GA8 

banning divisive persons from  

   fellowship RA22 

behaving  

 - properly AA2 

 - wisely toward outsiders DA52 

believing  

 - that Yeshua abolished the Torah  

       or the prophets HB8 

 - the Holy Scriptures HB17 

bearing 

 - burdens of  

      ◦ one another, the DA49 

 - powerless, the DA11  

 - up under undeserved  

      punishment UA7 

 - weaknesses of the powerless DA11 

 - with one another DA50 

beast 

 - receiving the mark of the HA7  

 - worshiping the HA6 

beast’s image, worshiping the HA6 

befriending persons who are humble AA8 

behaving properly AA2 

behaviors of  

 - congregational leaders & elders OA1 

 - shamashim OA2 

 - wives of leaders OA6 

being  

 - ashamed of Yeshua & his 

      teachings BA60 

 - called & being chosen BA61 

 - chosen & being called BA61 

 - zealous for what is good GB71 

beit din, judging & condemning 

   apart from a RA8 

beit dinim only judging believers RA12 

believe in Yeshua, raising our 

   children to CB20 

believers 

 - adjudicating disputes  

      ◦ between RA14 

      ◦ in a court of unbelievers RA14 

 - expelling evildoers from the 

      community of RA13  

 - judged by beit dinim,  

      being RA12, RA14 

believing 

 - in  

      ◦ God BA4 

      ◦ God’s evenhanded justice BA9 

      ◦ resurrection of the dead TA6 

      ◦ Yeshua for salvation TA1 

 - the  

      ◦ Good News of Yeshua BA20 

      ◦ Prophets EB4 

 - Yeshua 

      ◦ died for our sins BA28, TA11  

      ◦ is deity BA32 

      ◦ is the Messiah BA32 

      ◦ is the son of God BA32 

      ◦ was raised from the dead TA10 

beneficial, speaking only what is AA22 

  DA23 

better than others, thinking of our 

   selves as EA5 

beyond what Scripture teaches, 

   going HB5 

biblical grounds, divorcing on other 

   than CB14 

birth, circumcising on the eighth day 

   after DB2 

bitterness                                 AA23, DA48 

blameless, aspiring to be AA51 

blaspheming AA36 

 - against the Holy Spirit AB12 

blessing 

 - & light to the Gentiles, Jews  

      being a XA11 

 - our  

      ◦ brother DA5 

      ◦ enemies JA1 

      ◦ our neighbor DA5 

 - responding to evil with JA13 

blessings of God and Yeshua BA39 

blind persons, ministering God’s 

   Word to spiritually NA1 
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blood, eating IA1 

boasting  

 - about  

      ◦ ourselves EA1 

      ◦ God & Yeshua QA2 

 - against Jews, Gentiles XA1 

bodies 

 - defiling our GB75  

 - keeping our minds from causing  

      our bodies to sin AA6 

Body of Believers, using our  

   spiritual gifts to edify the ZA10 

bold in the Holy Spirit, being AB9 

born again (see “salvation”) 

 - of the Holy Spirit, being TA2 

bread & wine, partaking of BA42 

brethren  

 - being in unity with the DA15 

 - being likeminded with the DA15 

 - meeting /gathering with the DA62 

bring glory to God & Yeshua, doing  

   everything to  GB24 

bringing up (see “raising up”) 

brother 

 - associating with 

      ◦ divisive  

      ◦ sexually immoral DA19 

 - being  

      ◦ hospitable to our DA4 

      ◦ in unity with our DA15 

      ◦ kind to our DA12 

      ◦ likeminded with our DA15 

      ◦ sensitive to the needs of  

           our DA7 

 - hating our DA31 

 - helping our needy BB11 

brothers (believers) 

 - friendships with, having DA41 

 - mediating & adjudicating 

      disputes between RA1 

 - Messianic Jews relating to 

           Gentile believers as XA10 

 - blessing our DA5 

 - calling our brother 

      ◦ a fool DA33 

      ◦ good-for-nothing DA33 

      ◦ Raca DA33 

 - causing to stumble, our DA18 

 - committing sin against our DA45 

 - criticizing to others, our DA64 

 - forgiving our DA36 

 - giving our life for our YA4 

 - laying down our life for our YA4 

 - looking down on our DA33 

 - loving our DA24 

 - maligning our DA64 

 - praying 

      ◦ for our FA27  

          ◦ with our FA18 

 - respecting our DA6 

 - seeking reconciliation with our DA2 

 - serving our DA5 

 - sinning against our DA45 

 - speaking  

      ◦ badly of our    AA22, DA23, DA64 

      ◦ critically of our           AA22, DA23  

                                                            DA64 

 - submitting to our DA14 

 - tempting our DA18 

 - welcoming our DA4 

 - who is committing a sin of  

      immorality, associating with DA19 

 - younger men, treating as DA60 

brutal, being DA29 

burden, being a burden to our 

   neighbor NA3 

burdens of  

 - one another, bearing the DA49 

 - the powerless, bearing the DA11 

burdening our neighbor NA4 

business, minding our own DA56 

busybody, being a DA56 

 

C* 
called 

 - being BA61 

 - remaining in the condition 

      of circumcision as when DB1 

calling  

 - a person 

      ◦ a fool DA33 
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      ◦ common DA43 

      ◦ good-for-nothing DA33 

      ◦ “Raca” DA33 

      ◦ unclean DA43 

 - and closeness a certainty,  

      continuing to do what makes 

      our BA61 

 - for the elders to 

      ◦ anoint with oil when sick FA37 

      ◦ pray when sick FA37 

 - in the Lord, living our lives 

      worthy of our GB4 

 - on the name of Yeshua for 

      salvation TA1  

cares & anxieties on God, putting 

   our GB74 

caring for 

 - children, little GB27 

 - disabled persons DA11 

 - handicapped persons DA11 

 - little children GB27 

 - orphans & widows DA11, BB3  

 - the 

      ◦ pure of heart GB27  

      ◦ sheep NA9 

 - widows & orphans DA11, BB3 

causing 

 - our brother to stumble DA18 

 - our neighbor to stumble DA18 

caution in granting s’michah, 

   exercising OA4 

character of their heart, wives 

   nurturing the inner CB26 

characteristics, ridding ourselves of 

   unholy AA23 

charity to persons in need, giving BB1 

cheating our neighbor DA25 

cheek, offering the other JA6 

child 

 - harming a DA59 

 - misleading a DA59 

children 

 - being raised to believe in 

      Yeshua CB20 

 - entering the Kingdom of God 

      like innocent TA4 

 - fathers irritating their CB12 

 - in regard to evil, being like GB26 

 - obeying their parents CB11 

 - of God, identifying as DB3 

 - supporting their widowed 

      mothers BB5 

 - welcoming children welcomes  

       Yeshua BA41 

 - raising up with guidance &  

      discipline CB13 

 - treating with respect DA60 

 - welcoming & caring for little 

      children GB27 

chosen, being BA61 

church (see “congregation”) 

circumcised in our heart, being AA45 

circumcision 

 - as when called, remaining in 

      the same condition of DB1 

 - Gentiles undergoing XA3 

circumcising on the eighth day 

   after birth DB2 

circumstances, being content in all GB33 

clarification from their own  

   husbands, wives receiving FB5 

clean 

 - inwardly & outwardly AA4 

 - seeking to be, inwardly & 

         outwardly AA4 

 - treating as unclean AA40 

cleaving with his wife, a man  

   leaving his mother & father & CB16 

clothing  

 - and food, being content with CA4 

 - ourselves modestly while in 

      in prayer FA15 

closeness & calling a certainty, 

   continuing to do what makes our BA61 

codependent, husbands & wives 

   being CB17 

comfort, giving our neighbor DA46 

comforting our neighbor DA46 

coming  

 - to 

      ◦ our senses GB40  

      ◦ Yeshua BA57 
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 - tribulation, escaping from the UA1 

commanding obedience to God PA5 

commandments 

 - adhering to traditions that  

      conflict with (violate) God’s HB3 

 - obeying  

      ◦ God’s AA10, BA10 

      ◦ Yeshua’s AA10 

 - of Torah, being weighed down 

      by the HB10 

committed, women learning in  

   peace while fully FB2 

committing  

 - perjury RA17 

 - sin  

      ◦ against brother or neighbor DA45 

      ◦ rebuking leaders publicly for RA6 

common, calling a person DA43 

Communion, partaking of BA42 

community of believers, expelling 

   evildoers from the RA13 

compassion,  

 - having godly                    AA10, DA32 

 - of Yeshua, knowing the BA38 

compensation, expecting from our 

   enemies JA8 

complainer, being a AA50 

compromise with our opponents, 

   seeking DA1 

conceited, not being EA6 

concerned for what to say when 

   persecuted, being JA4 

condemning apart from a beit din RA8 

condition of circumcision as when 

   called, remaining in the DB1 

conduct fit the level of our spiritual 

   attainment, letting our GB13 

conducting ourselves 

 - with  

      ◦ godly purity GB8 

      ◦ honor GB58  

 - wisely GB8 

confessing our sins to one another NA27 

conflict with God’s commandments, 

   adhering to traditions that HB3 

conforming our mind with the Holy 

   Spirit AB13 

confronting the lazy among us RA16 

congregating with the brethren DA62 

congregation of believer, expelling 

   evildoers from the RA13 

congregational  

 - leaders & elders, attributes &  

      behaviors of OA1 

 - meetings, wives remaining 

      silent in  

 - support to virtuous women over 

      60, giving BB10 

congregations supporting widows 

   who are in need BB9 

conscience 

 - keeping a clear AA59 

 - violating our neighbor’s DA18 

 - with the Holy Spirit, aligning 

      our AB13 

considering the Torah a Torah of 

   freedom GB23 

contaminated by the world, not 

   being AA12 

contemplating gratification of 

   sinful desires AA16 

content 

 - in all things & circumstances, 

      being GB33  

 - with food & clothing, being CA4 

contentious arguments, engaging in DA42 

continually offering sacrifices of 

   praise to God YA3 

continuing  

 - in faith & love, women FB6 

 - to make our being called & 

      being chosen a certainty BA61 

 - to sin GA9 

contradicting God BA37 

control 

 - over men, women exercising FB3  

 - when prophesying, keeping EB3 

conversation be gracious & 

   interesting to outsiders, letting our DA52 

correcting  

 - one another with humility &  

      gentleness RA4 
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 - others after seeking to correct 

      ourselves. RA3 

 - ourselves before seeking to  

      correct others RA3 

 - persons who teach & follow  

      false doctrines RA2 

 - the lazy among us RA16 

correction by God, receiving with 

   a good attitude RA23 

courage 

 - losing GB42  

 - to proclaim the Good News, 

      having QA6 

court, speedily reconciling when 

   summoned to DA1 

courts of  

 - the ecclesia only judging 

      believers RA12 

 - unbelievers adjudicating 

      disputes between believers RA14 

Covenant, working to serve the New GB41 

covered, praying with head FA7 

cowardly, being AA62 

created things, worshiping FA40 

crime, let punishment fit the RA9 

criticizing our brother or neighbor 

   to others DA64 

cruel, being DA29 

cursing our enemies JA1 

 

D* 
daily provisions, praying for FA22 

danger, being alert & on guard 

   against spiritual GB19 

dangers of preaching the Good 

   News, knowing the QA3 

dark deeds, exposing GB46 

darkness, exposing deeds of GB46 

day of judgment, being deceived as 

   to the time of the HA1 

dead  

 - believing  

      ◦ in resurrection of the TA6 

      ◦ that Yeshua was raised from 

           the TA10 

 - remembering Yeshua who was 

      raised from the BA59 

dealing with anger AA21 

debt, owing to our neighbor DA44 

deceive us 

 - associating with persons who  

      would DA13 

 - guarding against those who  

      would DA13 

deceived  

 - as to the time  

      ◦ and moment of Yeshua’s  

           return, being HA1 

      ◦ of the day of judgment, being HA1 

 - by 

      ◦ Satan or deceiving spirits, 

           allowing ourselves to be SA5  

      ◦ the man of sin (anti- 

           messiah) being HA4 

deceiving  

 - our neighbor DA47 

 - spirits, allowing ourselves to be 

      deceived by SA5 

decently, doing all things GB29 

deeds of darkness, exposing GB46 

defaming angelic beings GB76 

defile 

 - keeping away from things that AA15 

 - purifying ourselves from things 

       that AA15 

defiling our bodies GB75 

defrauding our neighbor DA25 

deity, believing Yeshua is BA32 

deliverance /salvation  

 - maintaining the hope of TA3  

 - with fear & trembling, working 

      out our SA2 

demons, expelling (delivering from) SA3 

denying 

 - belief in God BA5 

 - belief in Yeshua BA5 

 - faith  

      ◦ in God BA5 

      ◦ in Yeshua BA5 

      ◦ the power of SA7 

dependent on our neighbor, living 
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   so as not to be DA58 

desires 

 - contemplating sinful 

      gratification of our AA16 

 - submitting to human HB25 

despising  

 - God and /or Yeshua BA31 

 - prophecy EB2 

 - prophetic messages EB2 

determining our spiritual gifts ZA8 

devoting our lives to 

 - God BA16 

 - Yeshua BA16 

died for our sins, believing that 

   Yeshua TA11 

diligently, doing God’s work GB30 

disabled persons, caring for DA11 

disciple (see “teach”) us 

 - loving those who OA3 

 - respecting those who OA3 

disciples 

 - of the Shl’chim, patterning our 

      life after the GB14 

 - of Yeshua 

      ◦ making QA1 

      ◦ teaching QA1 

discipleship, letting our conduct fit 

   the level of our  GB13 

discipline  

 - by God, receiving with a  

      good attitude RA23 

 - exercising GB44 

 - raising up children with CB13 

 - regarding trials as RA24 

disgrace 

 - accepting in order to serve 

      Yeshua YA2 

 - expecting & enduring UA4 

dishonest gain, pastoring for OA10 

dishonoring God BA34 

disputes between brothers  

   (believers), mediating &  

   adjudicating RA1 

 - in a court of unbelievers RA14 

disputing over prohibited foods IA4 

disregarding the Torah of Moses HB20 

disrespecting their masters, servants 

   using familiarity to justify LA9 

distinguishing between good and 

   evil AA54 

distorting God’s Word HB9 

diverted by secular affairs, being GB57 

divisive 

 - being GB32 

 - brother, associating with a DA34 

 - guarding against those who are GB32  

 - persons 

      ◦ associating with DA34 

      ◦ banning from fellowship RA22 

      ◦ warning RA22 

divorcing on other than biblical 

   grounds CB14 

doctrines 

 - correcting persons who teach & 

      follow false RA2 

 - false, teaching & following NA23 

 - of Yeshua & the Shl’chim, 

      holding to the GB20 

 - teaching & following false NA23  

doer & hearer of God’s Word, being 

   a HB22 

doing 

 - all things decently & in an 

      orderly way GB29 

 - continuously what makes our 

      calling & closeness a certainty BA61 

 - everything in 

      ◦ faith & unto Yeshua GB16 

      ◦ love GB34 

      ◦ the Name of Yeshua GB16 

 - everything to bring glory to God 

      & Yeshua GB24 

 - God’s 

      ◦ will HB27  

      ◦ work diligently GB30 

 - good DA3 

 - shameful things GB77 

 - wrong in order to do good AA46 

 - what is  

      ◦ good AA44 

      ◦ right AA44 

           - wives CB27 
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 - works befitting repentance GA5 

domineering to those in our care,  

   being OA11 

double-minded, being AA55 

doubt (see “faith”) 

doubting, praying without FA26 

dressing modestly, women FB4 

drinking excessively GB10 

drugs  

 - being a user of GB10 

 - using GB10 

drunk, being GB10 

dying to self YA1 

 

E* 
each other (see “one another” & 

   “neighbor, our”) 

earn our living, working to GB21 

eating 

 - animals sacrificed to idols IA3 

 - blood IA1 

 - food that was sacrificed to idols IA2 

 - meat sacrificed to idols VA3 

 - what is offered when traveling 

      for ministry NA13 

ecclesiastical courts only judging 

   believers RA12 

echad, knowing that God is BA22 

edifying the Body of Believers by 

   using our spiritual gifts ZA10 

eighth day after birth, circumcising 

   on the DB2 

elderly persons, treating with respect DA60 

elders, attributes & behaviors of OA1 

embracing  

 - Jewish identity & responsibility DB4 

 - our salvation                        TA5 

emotions to lead us astray, allowing GB60 

empathizing with  

 - our neighbor’s situations    A10, DA32 

 - prisoners who are mistreated DA37 

employing God’s armor & weaponry GB11 

encourage, see spur, urge, exhort 

encouraged in our suffering, being UA3 

encouraging 

 - one another DA16 

 - our brother DA16 

 - our neighbor DA16 

enduring 

 - hardships to enter the Kingdom 

      of God TA9  

 - trials  

      ◦ regarding as discipline RA24 

      ◦ with joy UA2 

 - troubles, hardships, disgrace & 

      mistreatment UA4 

enemies 

 - blessing our JA1, JA8 

 - cursing our JA1 

 - expecting compensation from 

      our JA8 

 - giving to our JA8 

 - guarding against our JA2 

 - loving our JA7 

engaging in excesses & self- 

   indulgence GB36 

enslaved, becoming LA1 

enslavement, making godly use of 

   one’s LA6 

enslaving others LA1 

ensnaring our neighbor DA18 

entering 

 - Messiah’s rest BA62 

 - the Kingdom of God 

      ◦ by way of hardships TA9  

      ◦ like innocent children TA4 

envious of our neighbor, being DA20 

equal spiritually, treating Jews & 

   Gentiles as XA7 

escaping from the coming  

   tribulation UA1 

equal spiritually, treating freemen 

   and indentured servant as LA8 

eternal things, focusing on AA25 

evenhanded justice, believing in 

   God’s AA9 

everyday living, worrying about 

   matters of MA3 

evaluating prophecies EB5 

everything in 

 - faith & unto Yeshua, doing GB16 
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 - love, doing GB 

 - the Name of Yeshua, doing GB16 

evil AA23 

 - being like children in regard to GB26  

 - distinguishing from good AA54 

 - exposing GB46 

 - fleeing from AA13 

 - repaying for JA12 

 - responding with blessing to JA13 

 - suspicions against our neighbor, 

      harboring DA66 

evildoers  

 - expelling from the community RA13 

 - guarding against JA9 

examining ourselves GB2 

example, leading by OA12 

excesses, engaging in GB36 

excessively drinking GB10 

exercising  

 - control when prophesying EB3 

 - self-control (discipline) GB44 

exhort, see urge, spur, encourage 

exhorting one another to 

 - good deeds DA61  

 - love DA61 

Existence of God FA4 

exorcising demons (unclean spirits) SA3 

expecting troubles, hardships,  

   disgrace & mistreatment UA4  

 - compensation from our enemies JA8 

expelling 

 - demons SA3  

 - evildoers from the community RA13 

 - unclean spirits SA3 

exposing evil & dark deeds GB46 

extorting  

 - our neighbor DA35 

 - with patience & instruction RA10 

 

F* 
fables, rejecting godless GB55 

face, putting on a false GB51 

factions or intrigues, being party to GB12 

faith (trusting) 

 - and  

      ◦ love, women continuing in FB6 

      ◦ perseverance, overcoming 

           adversity through UA6 

      ◦ upbuilding, pursuing that 

           which makes for GB23 

 - arguing with persons who are 

      weak in DA40 

 - denying the power of SA7 

 - doing everything in GB17 

 - fighting the good fight of SA1 

 - growing in AA19 

 - in  

      ◦ God, having BA4 

      ◦ Yeshua, having BA4 

 - of our spiritual leaders,  

      imitating the OA7 

 - keeping amidst persecution JA11 

 - lukewarm in our, being AA21 

 - persevering in AA19 

 - petitioning God in FA11 

 - praying with FA26 

 - standing firm in AA19 

 - steadfast in our AA31 

 - welcoming persons who are 

      weak in DA40 

 - with actions, accompanying our GB68 

faithful 

 - being AA32 

 - servants to their maters, being LA11 

 - to their husbands, wives being CB25 

fairly treating our servants LA4 

false 

 - doctrines 

      ◦ correcting persons who 

           teach & follow RA2  

      ◦ teaching & following NA23 

 - front, putting on a false GB51 

 - gods, guarding against VA5 

 - messiahs, being on guard  

      against KA1 

 - motives, having GB51 

 - prophets, being on guard 

      against KA2 

 - teachers 

      ◦ associating with KA3 

      ◦ being on guard against KA3 
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 - testimony, giving DA23 

 - witness, bearing DA23 

falsely 

 - judging RA7  

 - prophesying KA4 

falsehood AA23 

familiarity, servants using to justify 

   disrespecting their masters LA9 

family financially, supporting our BB7 

fasting  

 - in secret EA4 

  - to impress others EA4 

father 

 - and mother and uniting with his 

      wife, a man leaving his CB16 

 - ministering as a NA22 

Father, praying in Yeshua’s name 

   to God the FA17 

fatherly way, ministering in a NA22 

fathers  

 - irritating their children CB12 

 - older men treating as DA60 

favoring one person over another DA63 

favoritism, showing DA63 

fear & trembling, working out our 

   deliverance /salvation with SA2 

fearing  

 - God BA23 

 - man MA2 

 - revolutions in the end-times HA2 

 - those who would 

      ◦ oppose us JA3 

      ◦ harm us JA3 

      ◦ persecute us JA3 

 - upheavals in the end-times HA2 

 - wars in the end-times HA2 

fellowshipping (associating) with 

 - a brother 

      ◦ who is committing a sin of  

           sexual immorality DA19  

      ◦ whose life is not in accord 

           with the Shl’chim DA17 

 - ungodly people DA67 

fervently praying DA30 

festivals, judging one another over RA15 

fight of faith, fighting the good SA1 

fighting 

 - the good fight of faith SA1  

 - with our neighbor DA26 

filled with the Holy Spirit, being AB2 

financial support (see “support”) 

financially  

 - supporting (giving to)  

      ◦ our family BB7 

      ◦ ourselves DA58 

      ◦ our spiritual leaders,  

         teachers, & ministers BB4 

 - widows in need, congregations BB9 

first to the Jew, ministering NA3 

firm in union with the Lord, standing BA58 

flattering one another DA54 

focusing our 

 - minds on the things of God AA25  

 - thoughts on things that are 

      ◦ eternal AA25 

      ◦ good AA25 

      ◦ holy AA25 

      ◦ loveable AA25 

      ◦ noble AA25 

      ◦ are obedient to Messiah AA25 

      ◦ of the Spirit AA25 

      ◦ praiseworthy AA25 

      ◦ pure AA25 

      ◦ righteous AA25 

      ◦ spiritual AA25 

      ◦ true AA25 

      ◦ wholesome AA25 

follow false doctrines, correcting  

   persons who RA2 

following 

 - after false doctrines NA23 

 - God BA40 

 - the man of sin (anti-messiah) BA4 

 - their husbands, wives CB8 

 - Yeshua BA40 

food  

 - and clothing, being content with CA4 

 - judging one another over RA15 

foods,  

 -arguing over prohibited IA4 

 - that God allows, prohibiting IA5 

fool, calling anyone a DA33 
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foolish, being GB65 

forbidding 

 - marriage CB21  

 - the speaking in tongues ZA12 

foreigners (see “outsiders”) 

forgiveness 

 - embracing Yeshua’s sacrifice 

       for our BA36 

 - of sins in Yeshua, seeking GA2 

 - praying for God’s FA23 

forgiving 

 - our brother DA36 

 - our neighbor DA37 

fornication, abstaining from WA1 

fraud, committing DA25 

freedom 

 - considering the Torah a Torah 

      of HB23  

 - making godly use of one’s LA6 

freemen & indentured servants, 

   treating as spiritually equal LA8 

frequently praying FA30 

friendly  

 - with our neighbor, being DA41 

 - to outsiders, being DA41 

friends with persons who are  

   humble, being DA8 

friendships with brothers DA41 

front, putting on a false GB51 

fruitless arguments, engaging in DA42 

fruit of  

 - repentance, producing GA3 

 - the Holy Spirit, producing AB16 

fully committed, women learning in 

   peace while FB2 

 

G* 
gain, pastoring for dishonest OA10 

gathering with the brethren DA62 

generous in our giving to persons in 

   need, being BB1 

gathering in the harvest FA4 

Gentile, ministering first to the 

   Jew and then to the NA3 

Gentiles 

 - applying Torah to  XA4 

 - as brother & sister believers, 

 - being 

      ◦ holy XA12 

      ◦ required to live as Jews XA13 

 - boasting or speaking against 

      Jews         AA22, DA23, DA64, XA1 

 - helping Jews in material ways  XA6 

 - Jews being a light & blessing to XA11 

 - obeying Torah XA9 

 - obstacles in the way of, placing XA5 

 - placing obstacles in the way of XA5 

 - praising the Lord XA8 

 - rejoicing with the Jewish people XA2 

 - Torah applying to XA4  

 - treating as spiritually equal to 

      Jews XA7 

 - undergoing b’rit milah (ritual 

      circumcision) XA3 

gentle, being AA20 

gentleness & humility, correcting 

   one another with RA4 

gift of 

 - prophecy, seeking the ZA6  

 - tongues, exercising in good 

      order ZA3 

gifts 

 - determining our spiritual ZA7 

 - of the Spirit 

      ◦ neglecting our ZA13  

      ◦ preferring love over ZA9 

      ◦ to edify the body of  

           believers, using our ZA10    

 - spiritual, using to serve others ZA1 

give a reasoned answer for our hope, 

   being ready to TA12 

giving  

 - comfort to our neighbor DA46 

 - congregational support to  

      virtuous widows over 60 BB10 

 - in to fear, wives DB28 

 - our life for our brother YA4 

 - ourselves to false doctrines NA23 

 - to our 

      ◦ enemies (blessing) JA8  

      ◦ neighbor what is owed him DA9 
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      ◦ needy brother BB11 

      ◦ secular authorities what is 

           theirs PA1 

 - tzedakah in secret not to impress EA2 

glorifying  

 -  God BA33 

 - Yeshua BA33 

goal of being rich, setting a CA6 

God 

 - and Yeshua, doing everything 

      to bring glory to GB24 

 - asking payment for ministering 

      the Word of NA4 

 - attributing our temptations to BA53 

 - being 

      ◦ ashamed of  

           - belief in BA5 

           - faith in BA5 

      ◦ in union /unity with BA3 

      ◦ united with BA3 

 - believing  

      ◦ in BA4 

      ◦ that Yeshua is the son of BA32 

 - boasting about QA2 

 - coming to 

      ◦ for refreshment BA2 

      ◦ for renewal BA2 

      ◦ for rest BA2 

 - commanding obedience to PA5 

 - continually offering sacrifices 

      of praise to YA3 

 - contradicting BA37 

 - denying 

      ◦ belief in BA5 

      ◦ faith in BA5 

 - despising BA31 

 - devoting our lives to BA16 

 - dishonoring BA34 

 - existence of FA4 

 - fearing BA23 

 - focusing our minds on the 

      things of AA25 

 - following BA40 

 - faith in, having BA4 

 - glorifying BA33 

 - hardening our hearts to GA7 

 - hearing the words of BA13 

 - honoring BA11, BA34 

 - humbling ourselves before BA55 

 - identifying as children of DB3 

 - identity of FA4 

 - Kingdom of, enduring hardships 

      to enter the TA9 

 - knowing  

      ◦ is one (echad) BA22 

      ◦ through Yeshua BA14 

 - loving BA21 

 - knowledge 

      ◦ growing in BA47 

      ◦ of, acquiring BA47 

 - lying to BA30 

 - ministering the Word of NA15 

 - modeling ourselves on AA5 

 - offering ourselves to BA6 

 - pleasing BA8 

 - praising BA7 

 - praying to 

      ◦ for His kingdom to come FA20 

      ◦ in Yeshua’s name to FA17 

 - presenting ourselves to God 

       as worthy of approval BA24 

 - proclaiming the Kingdom of QA4 

 - putting 

      ◦ our cares & anxieties on GB74  

      ◦ persons & things ahead of  BA25 

 - rebuking BA37 

 - receiving BA40 

 - reconciled to God in Yeshua, 

       being BA18 

 - rejecting BA35 

 - relationship, having a close BA29 

       relationship with 

 - relying on BA44 

 - reward in heaven, seeking from BA19 

 - serving BA15 

 - setting our hope on BA52 

 - submitting to BA54 

 - teaching the Word of NA15 

 - tempting BA1 

 - testing BA1 

 - triune, is BA43 

 - trusting in BA4 
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 - turning  

      ◦ away from BA35 

      ◦ to GA1 

 - worshiping 

      ◦ in Spirit & truth FA16 

      ◦ the one true FA2 

godless fables, rejecting GB55 

godliness 

 - aspiring to AA1 

 - teaching NA25 

godly  

 - compassion, having          AA10, DA32 

 - focusing our thoughts on things AA25 

 - knowledge, seeking &  

       growing in AA47 

 - manner, living in a GB5 

 - purity, conducting ourselves 

      with GB8 

 - purpose in our life, having a GB61 

 - things, focusing our thoughts on AA25 

 - truth, teaching NA25 

 - use of one’s enslavement or 

      freedom, making LA6 

 - virtues, having AA61 

 - way, handling painful situations 

      in a UA5 

 - wisdom, pursuing GB37 

God’s 

 - armor & weaponry, wearing & 

      employing GB11 

 - blessings, acknowledging BA39 

 - commandments (see “Mitzvot”) 

      ◦ obeying BA10 

 - correction, receiving with a 

      good attitude RA23 

 - discipline, receiving with a 

      good attitude RA23 

 - evenhanded justice, believing in BA9 

 - forgiveness, praying for FA23 

 - grace, growing in, standing firm 

      in, & utilizing GB43 

 - implanted Word, receiving HB21 

 - justice BA9 

 - kindness, receiving BA39 

 - Kingdom 

      ◦ enduring hardships to enter TA9 

      ◦ praying for it to come FA20 

      ◦ proclaiming QA4  

      ◦ seeking AA7 

 - light in us shine, letting AA9 

 - Mitzvot, teaching obedience to NA24 

 - people, praying in the Spirit for FA10 

 - perfection, modeling ourselves 

       after AA5 

 - Name, praying to keep holy FA6 

 - perspective AA25 

 - righteous ways, perverting  AA17 

 - righteousness, backsliding after 

          knowing GA8 

 - Spirit & Word, living according  

      to  GB22 

 - strength, serving with GB73 

 - teaching, neglecting HB12 

 - way out of temptation, seeking GB39 

 - Will 

      ◦ doing HB27 

      ◦ obeying BA10 

      ◦ seeking to understand God’s HB2 

      ◦ submitting to HB25  

      ◦ to be done, praying for FA21 

 - Word (see “Word of God”) 

      ◦ and Spirit, living according  

           to GB22 

      ◦ asking payment for 

           ministering NA4 

      ◦ being a hearer & doer of HB22 

      ◦ distorting HB9 

      ◦ internalizing HB11 

      ◦ in Yeshua’s Name, receiving 

           all who minister NA11 

      ◦ learning HB18 

      ◦ ministering NA1 

      ◦ preserving the integrity of HB9 

      ◦ proclaiming HB19 

      ◦ speculating about HB13 

      ◦ thirsting for HB24 

 - work, diligently doing  GB30 

gods 

 - false, guarding against VA5  

 - worshiping other FA2 

going beyond what Scripture teaches HB5 

good 
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 - being  

      ◦ zealous for what is GB71 

      ◦ to one another DA12 

 - deeds, exhorting one another to DA61  

 - distinguishing between evil & AA54 

 - doing what is AA44 

 - doing good by doing wrong AA46 

 - focusing our thoughts on  

          things that are AA25 

 - for nothing, not considering 

      anyone DA33 

 - fight of faith, fighting the SA1 

 - knowing what is AA44 

 - living in a way that is GB18 

 - order, speaking in tongues in ZA3 

 - teacher, aspiring to be a NA14 

 - teaching works that are NA25 

 - to one another, being DA80 

 - works, teaching NA25 

Good News of Yeshua 

 - believing the BA20 

 - having courage to proclaim the QA6 

 - knowing the dangers of  

      preaching the QA3 

 - listening to the BA20 

 - obeying the BA20 

 - praying that it be spread quickly FA31 

 - proclaiming the QA1 

gossiping DA28 

grace 

 - growing in God’s GB43 

 - standing firm in God’s GB43 

 - utilizing God’s GB43 

grandchildren supporting their 

   widowed grandmothers BB6 

grandmothers, grandchildren 

   supporting their widowed BB6 

grateful to God, being AA27 

gratefulness (see “gratitude”) 

gratitude, worshiping with FA29 

great, thinking of ourselves as being EA1 

greed, guarding ourselves against AA8 

grieving the Holy Spirit AB1 

growing in 

 - God’s grace GB43 

 - our faith AA19 

 - the knowledge of God BA47 

grumbler, being a AA50 

guarding against 

 - evil-doers JA9 

 - false gods VA5 

 - mockers DA55  

 - our enemies JA2 

 - scoffers DA55 

 - those who 

      ◦ are divisive GB32  

      ◦ would 

           - harm us JA2  

           - lead us astray DA13, JA2 

           - tempt or deceive us DA13 

 - wrongful ways of leaders, 

      persons in charge & teachers PA2 

guidance, raising up children with CB13 

 

H* 
hair length required/permitted GB38 

handicapped persons, caring for DA11 

handling painful situations in a 

   godly way UA5 

hands, praying with lifted FA13 

harboring  

 - bitterness toward our neighbor DA48 

 - evil suspicions against our 

      neighbor DA66 

hardening our hearts 

 - to God GA7 

 - to sin GA7 

hardships 

 - expecting & enduring UA4  

 - to enter the Kingdom 

   of God, enduring TA9 

harm us (see “enemies”) 

 - fearing those who would JA3 

 - guarding against those who 

      would JA2 

harming 

 - a child DA59  

 - our neighbor DA3 

harmless, being JA5 

harvest, gathering in the FA4 

hated, not being surprised at being JA14 
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hating (see “despising”) 

 - our brother DA31 

head veiled & covered, praying with FA7 

headstrong, being GB59 

healing, ministering NA10 

hear 

 - pursuing only what we want to GB62  

 - the Holy Spirit, seeking to AB8 

hearer & doer of God’s Word,  

   being a HB22 

hearing 

 - the Holy Spirit AB8  

 - the words of 

      ◦ God AA13 

      ◦ Yeshua AA13 

 - what the Spirit is saying BA61 

heart 

 - being circumcised in our AA45 

 - hardening our 

      ◦ to God GA7 

      ◦ to sin GA7 

 - keeping Torah in our HB6 

 - pure, taking Communion with a BA42 

heartless, being DA29 

heaven, storing up wealth in CA3 

helping  

 - Jews in material ways, Gentiles XA6 

 - our needy brother BB11 

heretics, yoking ourselves with GB1 

holding  

 - malice toward our neighbor DA48 

 - onto anger AA65 

 - to the doctrines, traditions, & 

      teachings of Yeshua & the 

      Shl’chim GB20 

holiness  

 - acknowledging Yeshua’s BA56 

 - aspiring to AA1 

holy 

 - and modest life, women living a FB7 

 - Gentiles being XA12  

 - praying to keep God’s Name FA6 

 - speaking only what is      AA22, DA23 

                                                           DA64 

 - focusing our thoughts on things 

Holy  

 - Communion, partaking of BA42 

 - Scriptures 

      ◦ believing the HB17 

      ◦ knowing the HB16 

           - usefulness of the HB17 

Holy Spirit 

 - aligning our conscience with the AB13 

 - blaspheming against the AB12 

 - bold in the, being AB9 

 - born again of the, being TA2 

 - conforming our mind with the AB13 

 - grieving the AB1 

 - hearing the AB8 

 - filled with the, being AB2 

 - interpreting prophecy via the EB7 

 - led by the, being AB7 

 - living by the AB11 

 - lying to the AB5 

 - ministering in the AB6 

 - opposing the AB4 

 - power, seeking, receiving, & 

      relying on ZA8 

 - praying in unison with FA39 

 - producing fruit of the AB16 

 - pursuing the things of the AB14 

 - quenching the AB3 

 - receiving the AB10 

 - resisting the AB4 

 - sowing in the AB6 

 - tempting the BA1 

 - testing the BA1 

 - walking by faith & hearing in 

   the AB6 

homemakers, women being FB9 

homosexuality, engaging in WA5 

honest, being AA30 

honor, conducting ourselves with GB58 

honorable work, working at GB2 

honoring 

 - God               BA11 

 - our 

      ◦ husbands, wives CB8 

      ◦ leaders OA3 

      ◦ mentors OA3 

      ◦ parents CB15 

      ◦ secular authorities PA6 
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      ◦ spiritual leaders OA3 

 - Yeshua BA11 

honorable, treating marriage as CB23 

hope 

 - being ready to give a reasoned 

      answer for our TA12 

 - of deliverance /salvation,  

      maintaining the TA3 

 - setting our hope on God BA52 

hospitable, being DA4 

hospitality, relying on when 

   traveling for ministry NA2 

housewives (see “homemakers”) FB9 

human 

 - desires, submitting to HB25  

 - praise, seeking EA8 

 - qualifications, relying on GB47 

humanity, praying for all FA32 

humble 

 - before God, being BA55 

 - before Yeshua, being BA55 

 - befriending persons who are DA8 

 - being EA1, EA2, EA3, EA4, EA5, 

 EA6, EA7, EA8 

humility 

 - and gentleness, correcting one 

      another with RA4 

 - having BA55, EA1 

husbands (see “spouses”) 

 - and wives being codependent CB17 

 - being understanding of wives CB19 

 - leading their wives CB18 

 - loving their wives CB9 

 - treating their wives harshly CB19 

 - wives 

      ◦ being faithful to their CB25 

      ◦ following their CB8 

      ◦ honoring their CB8 

      ◦ receiving clarification from 

           their own FB5 

      ◦ respecting their CB10 

      ◦ submitting to CB8 

hypocrite, being a AA33 

 

I* 

identifying 

 - as children of God DB3  

 - with those to whom we minister NA17 

identity & responsibility, embracing 

   Jewish DB4 

identity of God FA4 

idle or lazy, being GB3, 

GB21, GB30 

idolaters, separating ourselves from VA1 

idolatry, engaging in VA2 

idols 

 - eating food sacrificed to IA2 

 - things polluted by, abstaining  

      from VA6 

imitating the faith of our spiritual 

   leaders OA7 

immersed in the name of Yeshua, 

   being GA4 

immodestly dressing, women FB4 

immoral  

 - acts, abstaining from WA1 

 - brother, associating with a  

      sexually- DA19 

 - sin, not associating with a 

          brother who is committing DA19 

impartially judging RA21 

impediment to salvation, knowing 

   that sin is an TA7 

implanted Word, receiving God’s HB21 

important, thinking of ourselves as EA1 

impressing others by our 

 - praying EA2 

 - tzedakah EA3 

 - fasting EA4 

indebted to our neighbor, being DA44 

indentured servants 

 - treating as spiritually equal to 

      freemen LA8 

 - working willingly LA7 

individuals, teaching NA5 

indulgent, instructing widows  

   against being self- RA19 

inner  

 - character of their heart, wives 

      nurturing the CB26 

 - peace, seeking GB70 
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innocent children, entering the 

   Kingdom of God like TA4 

instructing widows against self- 

   indulgence RA19 

instruction, rebuking & exhorting 

   with RA10 

insulting 

 - angelic beings GB76  

 - our neighbor DA65 

integrity 

 - having AA53 

 - of God’s Word, preserving the HB9 

internalizing  

 - God’s Word HB11 

 - Messiah’s Word HB11 

interpretation of tongues spoken 

   publicly, seeking the ZA4 

interpreting  

 - our own tongues ZA2 

 - prophecy via the Holy Spirit EB7 

interpreter of tongues lacking,  

   prophesying in tongues if ZA5 

intimidating our neighbor DA27 

intoxicated, being GB10 

intrigue or factions being party to GB12  

involved in intrigue or factions, 

   being GB12 

involving ourselves in the occult VA4 

inwardly clean AA4 

irritating their children, fathers CB12 

 

J* 
jealous of our neighbor, being DA20 

Jesus (see “Yeshua”) 

Jewish 

 - identity & responsibility,  

      embracing DB4  

 - people 

      ◦ Gentiles 

           - rejoicing with the XA2  

           - speaking or boasting  

                against      AA22, DA64, XA1                           

 - practices, judging one another  

      over RA15 

Jew, ministering first to the NA3 

Jews 

 - and Gentiles as spiritually equal 

      treating XA7  

 - being a light and blessing to the 

      Gentiles XA11 

 - Gentiles  

      ◦ speaking or boasting against AA22 

                                                   DA64, XA1 

      ◦ Gentiles helping in material 

           ways XA6 

 - requiring Gentiles to live as XA13 

joy, enduring trials with UA2 

joyful in 

 - all circumstances, being AA29 

 - our troubles amidst persecution 

      being UA2 

joys, empathizing with our  

   neighbor’s                          AA10, DA32 

judging 

 - apart from a beit din RA8 

 - believers, beit dinnim only RA12 

 - falsely RA7 

 - impartially RA21 

 - justly RA7 

 - one another over food, festivals, 

      & Jewish practices RA15 

 - rightly RA7 

 -without prejudice RA21 

judgment day, being deceived as to 

   the time of arrival of HA1 

justice  

 - believing in God’s evenhanded BA9 

 - pursuing RA11 

justly 

 - judging RA7  

 - treating our servants LA4 

 

K* 
keeping 

 - control when prophesying EB3  

 - promises AA34 

 - the faith amidst persecution JA11 

 - Torah in our heart HB6 

kind to one another, being DA12 

kindness (see blessings) 
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 - acknowledging & receiving  

      God’s and Yeshua’s BA39 

 - God’s BA39 

 - Yeshua’s BA39 

 - receiving Yeshua’s BA27 

kingdom 

 - of God 

      ◦ enduring hardships to enter TA9 

      ◦ entering like innocent 

           children, the TA4 

      ◦ praying for it to come FA20 

      ◦ proclaiming the QA4 

 - seeking God’s AA7 

knowing 

 - for whom Torah is intended HB15 

 - God  

      ◦ is one BA22 

       ◦ there is one BA43 

      ◦ through Yeshua BA14 

 -  God’s righteousness 

      ◦ backsliding after GA8 

 - that marriage is for life CB6 

 - the  

      ◦ dangers of preaching the 

           Good News QA3 

      ◦ Holy Scriptures HB16 

      ◦ the usefulness of the Holy 

           Scriptures HB17 

 - what is good AA44 

 - Yeshua  

       ◦ as Lord & Messiah AA45 

       ◦ as the one Mediator BA51 

knowledge  

 - godly 

       ◦ growing in AA47 

       ◦ seeking AA47 

 - of God 

       ◦ acquiring the BA47 

       ◦ growing in the BA47 

    

L* 
lashon hara (see “speaking badly” 

   or “speaking critically”)     AA22, DA23 

                                                          DA64 

laying down our life for our brother YA4 

lazy 

 - confronting & correcting those  

      among us who are RA16 

 - or idle, being GB3 

lead us astray 

 - allowing passions & emotions 

      to GB60  

 - guarding against those who  

      would DA13 

leader,  

 - acknowledging Yeshua as our  

      spiritual OA5 

 - being a servant PA4 

leaders 

 - accusing without there being 

      two or three witnesses RA5  

 - attributes & behaviors of 

      congregational OA1 

 - financially supporting our BB4 

 - guarding against wrongful  

      ways of PA2 

 -honoring our spiritual OA3 

 - imitating the faith of our  

      spiritual OA7 

 - loving our OA3 

 - pastoring those in their care OA9 

 - respecting our OA3 

 - submitting to & obeying our 

      spiritual OA8 

 - supporting our, financially BB4 

 - who commit sin, rebuking 

      publicly RA6 

leaders’ wives, attributes &  

   behaviors of OA6 

leading by  

 - example OA12 

 - serving PA4 

lead us astray 

 - associating with persons who 

      would DA13 

 - guarding against those who 

      would JA2 

leading our neighbor astray DA18 

learning 

 - God’s Word HB18  

 - in peace while fully committed,  
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      women FB2 

leave 

 - allowing a spouse who is an 

      unbeliever to leave CB5 

leaving 

 - his mother & father & uniting 

      with his wife, a man CB16  

 - one’s spouse CB3 

 -their wives, husbands CB18  

led by the Holy Spirit, being AB7 

legalistically pursuing Torah 

   observance HB1 

length of hair required/permitted GB38 

lengthy prayers, praying FA3 

letting others look down on us GB64 

level of our spiritual attainment, 

   letting our conduct fit the GB13 

lie  (see “lying”) 

life 

 - after the Shl’chim, their  

      disciples, & Yeshua,  

      patterning our GB14  

 - for our brother, laying down our YA4 

 - having a godly purpose in our GB61 

 - knowing that marriage is for CB6 

 - living a good, quiet & peaceful GB18 

 - women living a holy & modest FB7 

lifting 

 - hands, praying with FA13  

 - up Yeshua BA12 

light 

 - and blessing to the Gentiles,  

      Jews being a XA11 

 - shine, letting God’s AA9 

likeminded with the brethren, being DA15 

listen, being quick to AA56 

listening to the Good News of  

   Yeshua BA20 

little children, welcoming & caring 

   for GB27 

live as Jews, requiring Gentiles to XA13 

living 

 - according to God’s Word & 

      Spirit GB22 

 - as pagans do GB5 

 - by 

      ◦ our old nature AB11  

      ◦ the Holy Spirit AB11  

 - righteously AA3 

 - sacrifices, offering ourselves as YA1 

 - working to earn our GB21 

lives 

 - devoting to God, our BA16 

 - devoting to Yeshua, our BA16 

 - worthy of our calling in the 

      Lord, living our GB4 

living 

 - a good, quiet, & peaceful life GB18  

 - in 

      ◦ a godly manner GB5 

      ◦ a way that is good GB18  

      ◦ peace with our neighbor DA10 

 - independently of our neighbor DA58 

 - our lives as worthy of our  

      calling in the Lord GB4 

 - righteously AA3 

 - with 

      ◦ someone when traveling for 

           ministry NA12  

      ◦ Yeshua BA49 

 - so as to gain our neighbor’s 

      respect DA57 

look down on us, letting others GB64 

looking down on 

 - our brother DA33 

 - our neighbor DA33 

looking out for prideful teachers EA7 

Lord 

 - Gentiles praising the XA8 

 - knowing 

       ◦ there is one BA43 

       ◦ Yeshua as BA45 

 - living our lives worthy of our 

      calling in the GB4 

 - Messiah Yeshua, working for  

      the GB78 

 - standing firm in union with the BA58 

 - Supper of the, partaking of the BA42 

 - Table of the, partaking of the BA42 

Lord’s Supper, partaking of the BA42 

losing courage GB42 

love 
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 - and faith, women continuing in FB6 

 - doing everything in GB34 

 - exhorting one another to DA61 

 - over spiritual gifts, preferring ZA9 

 - receiving Yeshua’s BA27 

loveable, things that are AA25 

lover of money, being a CA7 

loving 

 - as a mere outward show GB28  

 - God BA21 

 - money CA7 

 - our 

      ◦ brother DA24 

      ◦ enemy JA8 

      ◦ leaders OA3 

      ◦ mentors OA3 

      ◦ neighbor DA24 

      ◦ spiritual leaders OA3 

 - their wives, husbands CB9 

 - those who disciple (teach) us OA3 

 - Yeshua BA21 

loyal, being AA32 

lukewarm in our faith, being AA21 

lustful passions, fleeing AA39 

lusting after a person  

 - while married to another WA2 

 - who is married to another WA2 

lying  

 - to  

      ◦ God BA30 

      ◦ the Holy Spirit AB5 

 - while under oath RA17 

 

M* 
making  

 - bad that which is good AA17 

 - disciples of Yeshua QA1 

 - godly use of whether one is 

      slave or free LA6 

 - our paths straight GB82 

 - wrong that which is right AA17 

maintaining 

 - control when prophesying EB3  

 - good order when prophesying EB6 

 - the hope of deliverance  

      /salvation TA3 

malice toward our neighbor, holding DA48 

maligning our brother or neighbor DA64 

man (see “men”) 

 - leaving his mother & father & 

      uniting with his wife, a CB16  

 - of sin 

      ◦ being deceived by the HA4 

      ◦ following the HA4 

manner 

 - doing all things in a godly GB29  

 - living in a godly GB5 

man’s hair length required/ 

   permitted GB38 

marital sex, treating as pure CB24 

mark of the beast, receiving the HA7 

marriage  

 - as honorable, treating CB23 

 - forbidding CB21 

 - is for life, knowing that CB6 

 - Paul on sex in CB1 

married person lusting after one who 

 is not his /her spouse, a WA2 

marrying unbelievers, widows CB7 

Mashiach (see “Messiah”)  

 - Sieudat, partaking of the BA42 

masters 

 - being 

      ◦ obeyed by their servants LA3 

      ◦ respected by their  

           servants LA3, LA9 

      ◦ served by their servants LA3 

      ◦ submitted to by their servants LA3 

 - servants 

      ◦ being faithful to their 

           masters LA11 

      ◦ stealing from their LA10 

 - serving two LA5 

 - treating their servants justly & 

      fairly LA4 

material ways, Gentiles helping  

   Jews in XA6 

matters of everyday living, worrying 

   about MA3 

mature in our thoughts, aspiring  

   to be GB25 
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matters, being diverted by secular GB57 

mean to one another, being DA48 

meanness                                 AA23, DA48 

meat sacrificed to idols, eating VA3 

mediating disputes between brothers RA1 

mediator, knowing Yeshua as the 

   one BA51 

medicine, using wine as GB6 

meeting with the brethren DA62 

meetings, wives remaining silent in 

   congregational FB1 

men 

 - teaching, women not FB3 

 - women having authority over FB3 

 - younger, treating as brothers DA60  

mentors 

 - honoring our OA3 

 - loving our OA3 

 - respecting our OA3   

merciful, being DA29 

messages 

 - despising prophetic EB2 

 - evaluating prophetic EB5 

Messiah 

 - believing that Yeshua is BA32 

 - knowing Yeshua as BA45 

 - ministering with the wisdom of NA21 

 - obeying AA25 

 - partaking of the Table of BA42 

 - using the Tanakh to show that 

      Yeshua is NA7 

 - Yeshua 

      ◦ who was raised from the  

           dead, remembering BA59  

      ◦ working for the Lord GB78 

Messiah’s 

 - rest, entering BA62  

 - Supper, partaking of BA42 

 - Word, internalizing HB11 

messiahs, being on guard against 

   false KA1 

Messianic Jews relating to Gentiles 

   as brother believers XA10 

minding our own business DA56 

mind  

 - of Yeshua, arming ourselves 

      with the SA9 

 - transformed by the renewing of 

      our, being AB15 

 - with the Holy Spirit, conforming 

      our AA13 

minds  

 - causing our bodies to sin, our AA6 

 - on the things of God, focusing 

      our AA25 

minister  

 - God’s Word 

      ◦ in Yeshua;s Name, receiving 

           all who NA11 

      ◦ praying for workers to FA4 

 - identifying with those to whom 

      we NA17 

ministering 

 - as Yeshua’s ambassador NA18 

 - first to the Jew & then to the 

      Gentile NA3 

 - God’s Word NA1, NA15 

      ◦ asking payment for  NA4 

 - healing NA10 

 - in  

      ◦ a fatherly way NA22 

      ◦ the Holy Spirit AB6 

 - to the 

      ◦ poor NA20 

      ◦ timid NA20 

      ◦ weak NA20 

 - to those for whom we are  

      responsible NA9 

 - with the wisdom of Messiah NA21 

 - Yeshua’s Word NA15 

ministers, financially supporting our BB4 

ministry 

 - eating what is offered when 

      traveling for NA13 

 - relying on hospitality & support 

      when traveling for NA2 

 - staying with someone when 

      traveling for NA12 

miracles, performing NA8 

misleading a child DA59 

mistreated prisoners, remembering 

   & empathizing with DA37 
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mistreatment, expecting & enduring UA4 

Mitzvot, teaching obedience to  

   God’s NA24 

mitzvot (see “commandments”) 

mockers, guarding against DA55 

modeling ourselves on God’s  

   perfection AA5 

modest & holy life, women living a FB7 

modestly dressing  

 - while in prayer FA15 

 - women FB4 

money,  

 - being a lover of CA7 

 - loving CA7 

Moses, disregarding the Torah of HB20 

Moshiach (see “Mashiach”) 

mother & father and uniting with 

   his wife, a man leaving his CB16 

mothers 

 - children supporting their  

      widowed BB5 

 - treating older women as DA60 

motives 

 - having false GB51 

 - praying with right FA35 

murder, not committing DA21 

music, worshiping with FA8 

 

N* 
Name of 

 - God (see “God’s Name”) 

 - Yeshua (see “Yeshua’s name”) 

      ◦ calling on the, for salvation TA8 

      ◦ doing everything in the GB16 

      ◦ receiving all who minister  

           in the NA11 

nature 

 - a new replacing our old AA18 

 - living by our old AB11 

 - our old, replaced by a new AA18, 

  AA23 

needs, being sensitive to each  

   other’s DA7 

needy 

 - brother, giving to our BB11  

 - persons, giving charity to BB1 

 - widows, congregations  

      supporting BB9 

neglecting  

 - our spiritual gifts ZA13 

 - the Torah HB12 

neighbor (see “person” & “one 

          another”) 

 - arguing with our DA26 

 - being  

      ◦ burdensome to our NA4 

      ◦ friendly with our DA41 

      ◦ hospitable to our DA4 

      ◦ indebted to our DA44 

      ◦ envious of our DA20 

      ◦ good to our DA80 

      ◦ jealous of our DA20 

      ◦ kind to our DA12 

      ◦ loving our DA24 

      ◦ sensitive to the needs of our DA7 

 - blessing our DA5 

 - burdening our NA4 

 - causing to stumble, our DA18 

 - comforting our DA46 

 - critically speaking of our DA23, DA64 

 - debt, owing to our DA44 

 - deceiving our DA47 

 - defrauding our DA25 

 - dependent on our DA58 

 - doing good to our DA3 

 - ensnaring our DA18 

 - entrapping our DA18 

 - extorting our DA35 

 - fighting with our DA26 

 - forgiving our DA37 

 - fraud, committing against our DA25 

 - giving what is owed to our DA9 

 - harboring  

      ◦ bitterness toward our DA48 

      ◦ evil suspicions against our DA66 

      ◦ malice toward our DA48 

      ◦ meanness DA48 

      ◦ spitefulness DA48 

 - harming our DA3 

 - holding malice toward our DA48 

 - insulting our DA65 
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 - intimidating DA27 

 - leading astray DA18 

 - living  

      ◦ in peace with our DA10 

      ◦ not dependent on our DA58 

 - looking down on our DA33 

 - maligning our DA64 

 - owing debt to our DA44 

 - praying for our FA27 

 - placing obstacles in the path of 

      our DA18 

 - provoking our DA51 

 - quarreling with our DA26 

 - rescuing our DA53 

 - respecting our DA6 

 - serving our DA5 

 - setting snares for our DA18 

 - speaking 

      ◦ badly of our                DA23, DA64 

      ◦ critically of our           DA23, DA64 

 - sympathizing with our      AA10, DA32 

 - tempting our DA18 

 - to good deeds & love, exhorting 

      our DA61 

 - violating the conscience of our DA18 

 - welcoming our DA4 

neighbor’s 

 - joys, empathizing with  

          our                                 AA10, DA32 

 - respect, living so as to gain our DA57 

 - sorrows, empathizing with  

          our                                 DA10, DA32 

New Covenant, working to serve the GB41 

new nature replacing our old AA18 

“no,” letting our “no” be “no” AA58 

noble, things that are AA25 

nurturing the inner character of their 

   heart, wives CB26 

 

O* 
oath, lying while under RA17 

oaths, swearing AA38 

obedience to 

 - God, commanding PA5  

 - God’s Mitzvot, teaching NA24 

obeying 

 - authorities PA3 

 - God’s  

      ◦ commandments BA10 

      ◦ will BA10 

 - Messiah AA25 

 - our 

      ◦ authorities   

      ◦ master if we are a servant LA3 

      ◦ spiritual leaders OA8 

 - Torah BA10  

      ◦ Gentiles XA9  

 - the commandments (Mizvot) 

      ◦ of God AA10 

      ◦ of Yeshua AA10 

      ◦ the Good News of Yeshua BA20 

 - their parents, children CB11 

obligating ourselves to worldly rules 

   & teachings GB49 

observance legalistically, pursuing 

   Torah HB1 

obstacles in way of  

 - God, placing XA5 

  - neighbors, placing DA18 

occult, involving ourselves in the VA4 

offense, letting punishment fit the RA9 

offering  

 - ourselves 

      ◦ as living sacrifices YA1  

      ◦ to God BA6 

 - sacrifices of praise to God 

      continually YA3 

 - the other cheek JA6 

older 

 - man, sharply rebuking an RA18 

 - men as fathers, treating DA60 

 - women  

      ◦ as mothers, treating DA60 

      ◦ teaching younger women FB8 

on guard & alert against spiritual  

   danger, being GB19 

old  

 - nature 

      ◦ living by our AB11  

      ◦ replaced by a new       AA18, AA23 

 - persons, treating with respect DA60 
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one  

 - God, knowing there is BA43 

 - knowing that God is BA22 

 - Lord, knowing there is BA43 

one another (see “neighbor, our”) DA48 

 - bearing with DA50 

 - being 

      ◦ good to one another DA80  

      ◦ mean to DA48 

      ◦ sensitive to the needs of DA7 

 - encouraging DA16 

 - exhorting to good deeds & love DA61 

 - flattering DA54 

 - praying for FA38 

 - serving DA5 

 - showing respect for DA6 

 - spouse, having only CB4 

  - submitting to DA14 

 - supporting DA16 

on guard against 

 - false 

      ◦ messiahs, being KA1 

      ◦ prophets, being KA2 

      ◦ teachers KA3 

opponents, seeking compromise 

   with our DA1 

oppose us, fearing those who would JA3 

opposing  

 - Satan SA8 

 - sound teaching GB53 

 - the Holy Spirit AB4 

order  

 - prophesying in tongues in good ZA3 

 - when prophesying, maintaining 

      good EB6 

orderly manner 

 - doing all things in an GB29  

 - prophesying in an EB6 

orgies, participating in GB72 

orphans & widows, providing & 

   caring for DA11, BB3 

others 

 - look down on us, letting GB64 

 - praying with FA18 

 - treating with respect DA60 

our own strength, serving with GB73 

ourselves  

 - before seeking to correct others, 

      correcting RA3 

 - examining ourselves GB2 

our teachers, sharing with GB31 

out of temptation, seeking God’s 

   way GB39 

outsiders  

 - behaving wisely toward DA52 

 - being friendly to DA41 

 - letting our conversation be 

outward show, loving as a mere GB28 

outwardly clean AA4 

overcoming adversity through faith  

   & perseverance UA6 

owed, giving to our neighbor  

   what is DA9 

 

P* 
pagans, living as do GB5 

painful situations in a godly way, 

   handling UA5 

parents 

 - children obeying their CB11 

 - honoring our CB15 

partaking of bread & wine 

 - in remembrance of Yeshua BA42 

 - in unison BA41 

 - with a pure heart BA42 

partial, judging without being RA21 

partiality, judging without RA21 

participating in wild parties & orgies GB72 

party to intrigue or factions, being GB12 

passions 

 - fleeing AA39 

 - to lead us astray, allowing GB60 

pastoring  

 - for dishonest gain OA10 

 - those 

      ◦ in their care, spiritual leaders OA9  

      ◦ we are responsible to  

           shepherd NA9 

paths straight, making our GB82 

patterning our life after the 

   Shl’chim, their disciples, &  
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   Yeshua GB14 

patience, rebuking & exhorting with RA10 

patient, being AA14 

patiently awaiting Yeshua’s return HA5 

path (way) of  

 - neighbors, putting obstacles in 

      the DA18 

 - Gentiles, putting obstacles in 

      the XA5 

Paul on sex in Marriage CB1 

payment for ministering the Word 

   of God, asking NA4 

peace  

 - while fully committed, women  

      learning in FB2 

 - seeking inner GB70 

peaceful life, living a GB18 

peacemaker, being a NA26 

peacemaking NA26 

peace with our neighbor, living in DA10 

people  

 - look down on us, letting GB64 

 - praying in the Spirit for God’s FA10 

 - treating with respect DA60 

Perfection of God, modeling 

   Ourselves on the AA5 

performing miracles NA8 

perjury, committing DA23 

persecute us, fearing those who 

   would JA3 

persecuted, being unconcerned for 

   what to say when JA4  

persecution (see “enemies”), 

 - accepting JA6 

 - being joyful in our troubles 

      amidst UA2 

 - keeping the faith amidst JA11 

perseverance and faith, overcoming 

   adversity through UA6 

persevering in 

 - all situations GB48 

 - our faith AA19 

persistent in our prayers & petitions 

   being FA1 

person (see “neighbor”) 

 - associating with a divisive DA34 

 - calling 

      ◦ a fool DA33 

      ◦ common DA43 

      ◦ good-for-nothing DA33 

      ◦ Raca DA33 

      ◦ unclean DA43 

 - favoring one over another DA63 

 - in charge, guarding against 

      wrongful ways of PA2 

 - who would wrong, harm or 

          persecute us (see “enemies”) 

personal relationship 

 - with God, having BA29 

 - with Yeshua, having BA29 

persons 

 - in need, giving charity to BB1 

 - treating with respect DA60  

 - weak in faith 

      ◦ arguing with DA40 

      ◦ welcoming DA40 

 - who teach & follow false 

      doctrines, correcting RA2 

perspective, God’s AA25 

petitioning God 

 - in faith FA11 

 - with thanksgiving FA11 

petitions 

 - being alert in our FA1 

 - being persistent in our FA1 

 - being steadfast in our FA1 

placing obstacles in the way of 

   Gentiles XA5 

planning to do wrong AA37 

pleasing 

 - God BA8 

 - Yeshua BA8 

pleasures, renouncing worldly AA11 

polluted by idols, abstaining from  

   things VA6 

poor, ministering to the NA20 

possessions 

 - accumulating worldly CA1 

 - pursuing worldly CA1 

power 

 - of  

      ◦ faith, denying the SA7 
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      ◦ the Holy Spirit, seeking,  

           receiving, & relying on ZA8 

 - pursuing righteousness through 

      our own AA48 

practices, judging one another over 

   Jewish RA15 

practicing sin GA6 

praise 

 - to God, continually offering 

      sacrifices of YA3 

 - seeking human EA8 

praiseworthy, focusing our thoughts 

   on things that are AA25 

praising 

 - God BA7 

 - the Lord, Gentiles XA8 

 - Yeshua BA7 

pray when sick, calling on elders to FA37 

prayer 

 - arguing while in FA14 

 - becoming angry while in FA14 

 - dressing modestly while in FA15 

 - wearing adornments while in FA15 

prayers 

 - being alert in our FA1 

 - being persistent in our FA1 

 - being steadfast in our FA1 

 - praying lengthy & repetitious FA3 

praying  

 - arguing while FA14 

 - as do the heathens FA3 

 - becoming angry while FA14 

 - dressing modestly while FA15 

 - fervently FA30 

 - for 

      ◦ all humanity FA32 

      ◦ daily provisions FA22 

      ◦ God’s  

           - forgiveness FA23 

           - identity FA4 

           - Kingdom to come FA20 

           - God’s will to be done FA21 

           harvest, the FA4 

      ◦ one another FA38 

      ◦ our  

           - brother FA27  

           - enemies FA5 

           - neighbor FA27 

      ◦ persons in authority FA33 

      ◦ protection from 

           - Satan FA25  

           - temptation FA24 

      ◦ rulers FA33 

      ◦ the Good News of Yeshua 

           to be spread quickly FA31 

      ◦ wisdom FA34 

      ◦ workers to minister God’s 

           Existence & identity FA4 

 - in 

      ◦ private FA19  

      ◦ the Spirit for God’s people FA10 

      ◦ keep God’s Name Holy FA6 

      ◦ unison with the Holy Spirit FA39  

 - lengthy & repetitious prayers FA3 

 - often FA30 

 - regularly FA12 

 - so as to impress others EA3 

 - to 

      ◦ alleviate suffering FA36 

      ◦ God the Father in Yeshua’a 

            name FA17 

 - vigilantly FA19 

 - wearing adornments while FA15 

 - with 

      ◦ faith FA26  

      ◦ head veiled & covered FA7 

      ◦ lifted hands FA13 

      ◦ others FA18 

      ◦ right motives FA35 

 - without doubt FA26 

preaching 

 - in the synagogue of the 

      unbeliever  QA5 

 - reconciliation with God NA19 

 - the Good News, knowing the 

      dangers of QA3 

preferring love over spiritual gifts ZA9   

prejudging RA20 

prejudice, judging without RA21 

presenting ourselves to God as 

   worthy of approval BA24 

preserving the integrity of God’s 
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   Word HB9 

pride in being rich, taking CA8 

prideful 

 - being EA1, EA2, EA3, EA4, EA5, 

 EA6, EA7, EA8 

 - teachers, looking out for EA7 

priesthood, serving as priests in a 

   royal GB69 

priests in a royal priesthood,  

   serving as GB69 

prisoners, remembering & 

 empathizing with DA37 

privately praying FA19 

proclaiming the  

 - Good News QA1 

 - Kingdom of God QA4 

proclaim the Good News, having 

   courage to QA6 

proclaiming God’s Word HB19 

prohibited foods, disputing over IA4 

prohibiting foods that God allows IA5 

prolonging anger AA65 

promises, keeping AA34 

properly behaving AA2 

prophecies 

 - evaluating EB5 

prophecy 

 - despising EB2 

 - interpreting via the Holy Spirit EB7  

 - in tongues, giving if there is no 

      interpreter present ZA5 

 - seeking the gift of ZA6 

prophesying 

 - exercising control when EB3  

 - falsely KA4 

 - in an orderly manner EB6 

 - in tongues 

      ◦ if no interpreter ZA  

      ◦ in good order ZA3 

 - veiled & unveiled EB1 

prophetic messages, despising EB2 

prophets 

 - being on guard against false KA2 

 - believing 

      ◦ that Yeshua abolished the HB8  

      ◦ the EB4 

protection  

 - from 

      ◦ Satan, praying for FA25  

      ◦ temptation, praying for FA24 

 

proud  

 - being EA1 

 - of being rich, being CA8 

providing for orphans & widows BB3 

provisions 

 - praying for FA22 

 - worrying or being anxious 

      about MA1 

provoking  

 - our neighbor DA51 

 - their children, fathers CB12 

prudent, being JA5 

psalms, worshiping with FA8 

public 

 - reading Scripture in NA16 

 - teaching in NA5 

publicly  

 - reading Scripture NA16 

 - rebuking a leader for sinning RA6 

 - spoken tongues, seeking the 

      interpretation of ZA4 

punishment  

 - fit the offense, letting the RA9 

 - bearing up under undeserved UA7 

pure 

 - focusing our thoughts on things 

       that are AA25 

 - heart, taking Communion with BA42 

 - of spirit, welcoming and caring 

      for the GB27 

 -things that are AA25 

 - treating sex within marriage as CB24 

purifying ourselves from things 

   that defile AA15 

purity, conducting ourselves with 

   godly GB8 

purpose in our life, having a godly GB61 

pursuing 

 - godly wisdom GB31  

 - justice RA11 

 - only what we want to hear GB62 
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 - shalom in Yeshua GB35 

 - that which makes for faith & 

      upbuilding GB23 

 - the things of the Holy Spirit AB14 

 - Torah observance legalistically HB1 

 - worldly 

     ◦ possessions CA1 

      ◦ wealth CA1 

      ◦ wisdom GB37 

putting  

 - obstacles in the path of 

      ◦ Gentiles XA5 

      ◦ neighbors DA18 

      ◦ on a false front GB51      

      ◦ up with (see “bearing with”) 

 - our cares & anxieties on God GB74 

 

Q* 
qualifications, relying on human GB47 

quarreling with our neighbor DA26 

quenching the Holy Spirit AB3 

quiet life, living a GB18 

 

R* 
“Raca,” saying to anyone DA33 

rage AA23 

raised from the dead  

 - believing that Yeshua was TA10 

 - remembering Yeshua who was BA59 

raising our children to believe in 

   Yeshua CB20 

reading Scripture publicly NA16 

ready  

 - for the signs & moment of  

      Yeshua’s return, being HA3 

 - to give a reasoned answer for 

      our hope, being TA12 

reason, being open to AA57 

reasoned answer for our hope, being 

   ready to give a TA12 

rebellious, being AA52 

rebuking 

 - an older man sharply RA18  

 - God BA37 

 - leaders publicly for sinning RA6 

 - with patience & instruction RA10 

receiving 

 - accusations against a leader 

      without two or three witnesses RA5 

 - clarification from their own  

      husbands, wives FB5 

 - correction of God with a good 

      attitude RA23 

 - discipline of God with a good 

      attitude RA23 

 - God BA40 

 - God’s  

      ◦ correction with a good 

           attitude RA23 

      ◦ discipline with a good 

           attitude RA23 

      ◦ implanted Word HB21 

 - Holy Spirit power ZA8 

 - the Holy Spirit AB10 

 - those who minister in Yeshua’s 

      Name NA11 

 - Yeshua BA40 

reconciled to God in Yeshua, being BA18 

reconciliation 

 - seeking with brother DA2 

 - speedily seeking when in court DA1 

redemption 

 - embracing Yeshua’s sacrifice 

      for BA36 

rejecting 

 - God BA35 

 - godless fables GB55 

 - Yeshua BA35 

rejoicing 

 - in 

      ◦ our salvation TA5  

      ◦ Yeshua BA48 

 - with 

      ◦ the Jewish people XA2  

      ◦ Yeshua BA48 

relating to Gentile believers as 

   brothers & sisters, Messianic Jews XA10 

relationship 

 - with God, having a BA29 

 - with Yeshua, having a BA29 
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relatives, women supporting their 

   widowed BB 

religion, using to acquire riches CA5 

relying on 

 - being rich CA9  

 - God BA44 

 - Holy Spirit power ZA8 

 - hospitality when traveling for 

      ministry NA2 

 - human qualifications GB47 

 - riches CA9 

 - support of others when  

      traveling for ministry NA2 

remaining 

 - in the same condition of 

      circumcision as when called DB1  

 - silent in congregational  

      meetings, wives FB1 

 - unmarried unless sexually 

      driven, singles & widows CB2 

remarriage (see “widows”) 

remembering 

 - mistreated prisoners DA37  

 - Yeshua the Messiah who was  

      raised from the dead BA59 

Remembrance of Yeshua, partaking  

   of BA42 

removing or adding words from/to 

   Revelation HB26 

renewing of our mind & spirit, 

   being transformed by the AB15 

repaying evil for evil JA12 

repent, helping sinners to RA25 

repentance 

 - doing works befitting GA5 

 - producing fruit of GA3 

repenting of our sins GA1 

repetitious prayers, praying FA3 

replaced by Yeshua, treating Torah 

   as having been HB7 

replacing our old nature with new AA18 

requiring 

 - Gentiles to live as Jews XA13  

 - obedience to God PA5 

rescuing our neighbor DA53 

resisting  

 - Satan SA8 

 - the Holy Spirit AB4 

respect 

 - living so as to gain our 

          neighbor’s DA57 

 - showing for one another DA6 

 - treating persons with DA60 

respecting our 

 - brother DA6 

 - husbands (wives) CB10 

 - leaders OA3 

 - master if we are a servant  LA3, LA10 

 - mentors OA3 

 - neighbor DA6 

 - spiritual leaders OA3 

 - those who disciple (teach) us OA3 

 - wives (husbands) CB29 

responding to 

 - evil with blessing JA13 

 - insult with blessing JA13 

responsibility  

 - and identity, embracing Jewish DB4 

 - for ourselves & our actions,  

      taking GB45 

resurrected from the dead, believing 

   that Yeshua was TA10 

resurrection of the dead, believing in TA6 

return of Yeshua, being  

 - alert for the signs & moment 

      of the HA3 

 - deceived as to the time of the HA1 

 - ready for the signs & moment 

      of the HA3 

 - watchful for the signs & moment 

      of the HA3 

returning to a yoke of slavery LA2 

Revelation, adding or removing 

   words from/to HB26 

revering God BA23 

revolutions in the end-times, fearing HA2 

reward in heaven, seeking from God BA19 

rich 

 - being proud of being CA8 

 - relying on being CA9  

 - setting a goal of being CA6 

 - taking pride in being CA8 
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riches 

 - acquiring through religion CA5 

 - relying on CA9 

ridding ourselves of unholy 

   characteristics AA23 

right  

 - doing what is AA44 

 - knowing what is AA44 

 - motives, praying with

 FA35SF 

 - wives doing what is CB27  

righteous  

 - living AA3 

 - things that are AA25 

righteously, living AA3 

righteousness 

 - backsliding after knowing 

      God’s GA8  

 - pursuing AA3 

       - through our own power AA4 

 - embracing Yeshua’s sacrifice  

      for BA36 

rightly judging RA7 

ritual circumcision, Gentiles  

   undergoing XA3 

rivalry, engaging in DA38 

robbing from our neighbor DA22 

rooted in Yeshua, remaining BA46 

royal priesthood, serving as priests 

   in a GB69 

rules, obligating ourselves to worldly GB49 

ruthless, being DA29 

 

S* 
s’michah, exercising caution in  

   granting OA4 

sacrificed to idols, eating meat VA3 

sacrifice, Yeshua’s  

 - embracing  

       ◦ for forgiveness BA36 

       ◦ for redemption BA36 

       ◦ for righteousness BA36 

 - for all humanity, believing in BA50 

sacrifices 

 - offering ourselves as living YA1 

 - of praise to God, continually 

      offering YA3 

sacrificing our self YA1 

salvation  

 - calling on Yeshua’s name for TA8 

 - embracing & rejoicing in our TA5 

 - knowing that sin is an  

      impediment to TA7 

 - maintaining the hope of TA3 

 - trusting in Yeshua for salvation TA1 

 - with fear & trembling, working 

      out our SA2 

same condition of circumcision as  

   when called, remaining in the DB1 

Satan (see “adversary, the”) 

 - allowing ourselves to be 

      deceived by SA5  

 - opposing SA8 

 - praying for protection from FA25 

 - resisting SA8 

saying 

 - hearing what the Spirit is  BA61  

 - “Raca” to anyone DA33 

scoffers, guarding against DA55 

Scripture 

 - publicly reading NA16 

 - teaches, going beyond what HB5 

 - testing everything against AA41 

Scriptures 

 - believing the Holy HB17 

 - knowing the  

      ◦ Holy HB16 

      ◦ usefulness of the Scriptures HB17 

secular 

 - affairs, being diverted by GB57  

 - authorities  

      ◦ giving what is theirs to our PA1 

      ◦ honoring our PA6 

 - court of unbelievers,  

    adjudicating disputes in a RA14 

seeking reconciliation in court DA1 

self, dying to YA1 

self-indulgence, engaging in GB36 

self-indulgent, instructing widows 

   against being RA19 

self-sacrificing YA1 
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selfish  

 - ambition, having AA35 

 - being AA43 

self-control, exercising GB44 

self-sacrificing YA1 

self-seeking, being AA43 

senses, coming to our GB40 

sensible, being GB63 

sensitive to each other’s needs, 

   being DA7 

sensuality, not giving ourselves to AA49 

separate, spouses not to CB3 

separating ourselves from idolaters VA1 

serious, being GB63 

serve the New Covenant, working to GB41 

services, attending congregational DA62 

servant leaders, being PA4 

servants 

 - being 

      ◦ faithful to their masters LA11  

      ◦ treated justly & fairly 

           by their masters LA4 

 - obeying their masters LA3 

 - respecting their masters LA3, LA9 

 - serving their masters LA3 

 - stealing from their masters LA10 

 - submitting to their masters LA3 

 - treating as spiritually equal to 

      those who are not LA8 

 - using familiarity to justify 

      disrespecting their masters LA9 

 - working willingly LA7, LA9 

serving 

 - as  

      ◦ part of leadership PA4 

      ◦ priests in a royal priesthood GB69  

 - God BA15 

 - one another DA5 

 - others with our spiritual gifts ZA1 

 - our 

      ◦ brother DA5 

      ◦ master if we are a servant LA3 

      ◦ neighbor DA5 

 - two masters LA5 

 -with God’s strength & not our 

      own GB73 

 -Yeshua BA15 

setting  

 - a goal of being rich CA6 

 - snares for our neighbor DA18 

sex in marriage 

 - Paul’s writings on CB1 

 - treating as pure CB24 

sexual 

 - immorality, teaching to commit 

      acts of WA6  

 - relations, having or condoning  

      unnatural WA3 

sexually 

 - driven 

      ◦ singles remarrying CB2  

      ◦ widows remarrying CB2  

 - immoral acts, abstaining from WA1 

 - brother, associating with a DA19 

shalom in Yeshua, pursuing GB35 

shamashim, attributes & behaviors 

   of OA2 

shameful things doing GB77 

sharing with  

 - others BB2 

 - those who teach us GB31 

sharply rebuking an older man RA18 

sheep, ministering to & caring for 

   & protecting the NA9 

shepherding, ministering to, &  

   caring for the sheep NA9 

shine, letting God’s light in us AA9 

Shl’chim (Apostles) 

 - holding to the doctrines, 

      traditions, & teachings of the GB20 

 - patterning our life after the GB14 

show, loving as a mere outward GB28 

showing  

 - favoritism DA63 

Shulchan HaAdon (Adonai), taking BA42 

shunning (not associating with) a  

   brother whose life is not in accord  

   with the Shl’chim DA17 

sick, calling for elders to pray and 

   anoint with oil when FA37 

Sieudat 

 - HaAdon, partaking of BA42 
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 - Mashiach, partaking of BA42 

signs of Yeshua’s return, being 

 - alert for the HA3 

 - ready for the HA3 

 - watchful for the HA3 

silent in congregational meetings, 

   wives remaining FB1 

sin 

 - allowing anger to cause us to AA60 

 - continuing to GA9 

 - fleeing from AA13 

 - hardening our heart to GA7 

 - forgiveness of BA36 

 - immoral, not associating with a 

       brother who is committing an DA19 

 - impedes salvation, knowing that TA7 

 - keeping our minds & bodies 

       from causing us to AA6 

 - of immorality, not associating 

      with a brother who is  

      committing a DA19 

 - practicing GA6 

 - publicly rebuking leaders 

      for committing RA6 

 - turning sinners away from RA25 

single  

 - persons remaining unmarried 

      unless sexually driven CB2 

 - wives who leave their husbands 

      remaining CB22 

sinners away from sin, turning RA25 

sinning, publicly rebuking leaders 

   for RA6  

sins 

 - believing that Yeshua died for 

      our BA28, TA11 

 - confessing our, to one another NA27 

 - seeking forgiveness of, in 

      Yeshua GA2 

 - turning  

      ◦ from our GA1 

      ◦ sinners away from their RA25 

sinful desires, contemplating how 

   to gratify our AA16 

singing (see “songs”) 

sinning against brother or neighbor DA45 

sisters (believers, see “brothers”) 

 - younger women, treating as DA60 

situations, persevering in all GB48 

slander                                     AA23, DA64 

slandering our neighbor          DA23, DA64 

slavery, returning to a yoke of LA2 

slow to anger, being AA64 

snares for our neighbor, setting DA18 

soldier of Yeshua, being a SA6 

son of God, believing Yeshua is the BA32 

songs, worshiping with  FA8 

sorrows, empathizing with our  

   neighbor’s                            AA10, DA32 

sound teaching, opposing GB53 

sowing in the Holy Spirit AB6 

speak, being slow to AA56 

speaking 

 - against Jews, Gentiles        DA64, XA1  

 - badly of our brother or neighbor DA23 

  DA64 

 - critically of our brother or  

      neighbor DA23 

  DA64 

 - in tongues 

      ◦ forbidding the ZA12  

      ◦ in good order ZA3 

      ◦ when unbelievers or 

           uninstructed persons are 

           present ZA11 

 - only what is beneficial AA22 

 - only what is holy AA22 

speculating about God’s Word HB13 

speech, turning away from ungodly GB56 

speedily seeking reconciliation DA1 

Spirit (see “Holy Spirit”) 

 - and Truth, worshiping God in FA16 

 - being born again of the TA2  

 - living according to God’s GB22 

 - praying for people in the Spirit FA10 

 - testing every SA10 

 - welcoming & caring for the 

      pure of GB27 

spirits 

 - allowing ourselves to be  

      deceived by unclean SA5 

 - testing the SA10 
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 - expelling unclean SA3 

spiritual 

 - attainment, letting our conduct 

      fit the level of our GB13 

 - danger, being alert & on guard  

      against GB19 

 - gifts 

      ◦ determining our ZA7 

      ◦ neglecting our ZA13 

      ◦ preferring love over ZA9 

      ◦ to edify the body of  

           believers, using our ZA10  

      ◦ to serve others, using our ZA1  

 - leader, acknowledging Yeshua 

      as our OA5 

 - leaders,  

      ◦ honoring our OA3 

      ◦ loving our OA3 

      ◦ pastoring those in their care OA9 

      ◦ respecting our OA3 

      ◦ submitting to and obeying  

           our OA8 

 - weapons, arming ourselves with SA4 

spiritually  

 - blind person, ministering God’s 

      Word to NA1 

 - equal, treating  

      ◦ freemen and indentured 

           servants as LA8 

      ◦ Jews & Gentiles as  XA7 

spitefulness                            AA23, DA48 

spouse 

 - allowing to leave if an  

      unbeliever CB5 

 - having only one CB4  

 - lusting after another’s WA2 

 - unbelieving, being allowed to 

      leave CB5 

spouses 

 - being codependent CB17  

 - separating or abandoning CB3 

spur, see urge, encourage, exhort 

standards, adhering to worldly AA12 

standing firm in 

 - God’s grace GB43  

 - our faith AA19 

 - union with the Lord BA58 

staying  

 - away from a brother whose 

      life is not in accord with the 

      Shl’chim DA17 

 - with someone when traveling 

      for ministry NA12 

steadfast, being  

 - in our faith AA31 

 - in our prayers & petitions FA1 

 - in our thinking AA31 

stealing from 

 - their masters, servants LA10 

 - our neighbor DA22 

storing up wealth in heaven CA3 

straight, making our paths GB82 

strangled, eating animals that were IA3 

strength, serving with  

 - God’s GB73 

 - our own GB73 

stumble (see “astray”) 

 - causing our brother to DA18 

 - causing our neighbor to DA18 

stumbling blocks in the way of 

   Gentiles, placing XA5 

stupid arguments, engaging in DA42 

submitting to 

 - and obeying our spiritual  

      leaders OA8 

 - God BA54 

 - one another DA14 

 - our master if we are a servant LA3 

subscribing to false doctrines NA23 

submitting to  

 - authorities PA3 

 - God’s Will HB25 

 - human desires HB25 

 - their husbands, wives CB8 

succumbing to fear, wives DB28 

suffering 

 - being encouraged in our UA3 

 - praying to alleviate FA36 

 - to serve Yeshua, accepting YA2 

Supper of the Lord, partaking of the BA42 

support 

 - when traveling for ministry,  
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      relying on NA2  

 - to wrongdoers, giving DA30 

supporting 

 - one another DA16 

 - our  

      ◦ brother DA16 

      ◦ family financially BB7 

      ◦ neighbor DA16 

      ◦ spiritual leaders, teachers, 

           & ministers BB4 

 - ourselves                          DA58, GB31 

 - their widowed 

      ◦ grandmothers, grandchildren BB6  

      ◦ mothers, children BB5 

      ◦ relatives, women BB8 

 - widows in need, congregations BB9 

surprised at being hated, being JA14 

swearing oaths AA38 

sympathizing with our  

     neighbor                             AA10, DA32 

synagogue of the unbeliever, 

   preaching in the QA5 

  

T* 
Table of the Lord, partaking of the BA42 

talebearing DA28 

tales, rejecting godless GB55 

Tanakh, using to show that Yeshua 

   is the Messiah NA7 

teach false doctrines, correcting  

   persons who RA2 

teacher, aspiring to be a good NA14 

teachers 

 - being taught NA6 

 - associating with false KA3 

 - being on guard against false KA3 

 - financially supporting our BB4 

 - guarding against wrongful ways 

      of PA2 

 - looking out for prideful EA7  

 - of the Shl’chim, staying away  

      from a brother whose life is  

      not in accord with the DA17 

 - sharing with our GB31 

teaching 

 - disciples of Yeshua QA1 

 - doctrines that are false NA23 

 - false doctrines NA23 

 - from their own husbands, wives 

      receiving FB5 

 - godliness NA25 

 - godly truth NA25 

 - God’s Mitzvot NA24 

 - good works NA25 

 - individuals NA5 

 - in public (to groups) NA5 

 - Mitzvot, God’s NA24 

 - neglecting God’s HB12 

 - obedience to God’s Mitzvot NA24 

 - of Yeshua & the Shl’chim, 

      holding to the GB20 

 - one-on-one NA5 

 - opposing sound GB53 

 - teachers NA6 

 - the Word of God NA15 

 - those who teach NA6 

 - to commit acts of sexual 

      immorality WA6 

 - truth, godly NA25 

 - younger women, women FB8 

teachings 

 - being ashamed of Yeshua’s BA60 

 - going beyond Scripture’s  

      teachings HB5 

 - obligating ourselves to worldly GB49 

 - Yeshua’s, being ashamed of BA60 

teach us, sharing with those who GB31 

tempt us, guarding against those  

   who would DA13 

temptation 

 - praying for protection from FA24 

 - seeking God’s way out of GB39 

temptations, our 

 - attributing to God BA53 

tempting  

 - God BA1 

 - Holy Spirit, the BA1 

 - Yeshua BA1 

tenderhearted, being AA24 

terrified of falling short of salvation, 

   being TA13 
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testimony, giving false DA23 

testing 

 - God BA1 

 - Holy Spirit, the BA1  

 - every spirit SA10 

 - everything against Scripture AA41 

 - Yeshua BA1 

thankful to God, being AA27, FA9 

thanks 

 - giving to God in everything FA9 

 - petitioning God with FA11 

things 

 - being content in all GB33 

 - of God, focusing our minds on 

      the AA25 

 - that are 

      ◦ eternal AA25 

      ◦ loveable AA25  

      ◦ noble AA25 

      ◦ of the Spirit AA25 

      ◦ praiseworthy AA25 

      ◦ pure AA25 

      ◦ righteous AA25 

      ◦ shameful, doing GB77 

      ◦ true AA25 

      ◦ wholesome AA25 

thinking 

 - aspiring to be mature in our GB25 

 - being steadfast in our AA31 

 - of ourselves 

      ◦ as great EA1 

      ◦ as better than others EA5 

thirsting for the Word of God HB24 

thoughts 

 - aspiring to be mature in    our GB25 

 - focusing on things godly AA25 

time well, using our GB9 

tomorrow, worrying about MA3 

tongues 

 - forbidding the speaking in ZA12 

 - in good order, speaking in ZA3 

 - interpreting our own ZA2 

 - prophesying in if there is no 

      one to interpret ZA5 

 - seeking interpretation of spoken 

      in public ZA4 

 - when unbelievers or  

      uninstructed persons are  

      present, speaking in ZA11 

Torah 

 - applying to Gentiles XA4 

 - as having been abolished & 

      replaced by Yeshua, treating HB7 

 - believing that Yeshua abolished 

      the HB8 

 - commandments, being weighed 

      down by HB10  

 - Gentiles obeying XA9 

 - in our heart, keeping BA10 

 - is intended, knowing for whom HB15 

 - of 

      ◦ freedom, considering the  

           Torah a HB23  

      ◦ Moses, disregarding the HB20 

 - neglecting the HB12 

 - obeying BA10 

 - observance legalistically 

      pursuing HB1 

 -treating as Torah itself intends HB14 

touching that which is unclean AA26 

traditions  

 - of  

      ◦ the Shl’chim, staying away  

        from a brother whose life is  

        not in accord with the DA17 

      ◦ Yeshua & the Shl’chim,  

         holding to the GB20 

 - that conflict with God’s 

      commandments, adhering to HB3 

transformed by the renewing of our 

   mind & spirit, being AB15 

traveling for ministry 

 - eating what is offered when NA13 

 - relying on hospitality & support 

      when NA2 

 - staying with someone when NA12 

treating 

 - Gentiles & Jews as spiritually 

      equal XA7 

 - indentured servants & freemen 

      as spiritually equal LA8  

 - older  
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      ◦ men as fathers DA60 

      ◦ women as mothers DA62 

 - our servants fairly & justly LA4 

 - people with respect DA60 

 - their wives harshly, husbands CB19 

 - Torah as having been abolished 

      & replaced HB6 

trembling & fear, working out our 

   deliverance /salvation with SA2 

trials 

 - regarding as discipline RA24 

 - with joy, enduring UA2 

tribulation, escaping from the  

   coming UA1 

trinity, see “triune” 

triune, God is BA22, BA43 

tri-unity see “triune” 

troubles  

 - amidst persecution, being  

      joyful in our UA2 

 - expecting & enduring UA4 

true, things that are AA25 

trusting (having faith) 

 - in God BA4 

 - in Yeshua BA4 

      ◦ for salvation TA1 

trustworthy, being AA32 

truth 

 - and Spirit, worshiping God in FA16 

 - being a teller of AA30 

 - godly, teaching NA25 

 - pursuing godly AA42 

 - suppressing godly AA42 

 - teaching godly NA25 

 - while under oath, telling the RA17 

truth-teller, being a AA30 

turning  

 - away from 

      ◦ God BA35 

      ◦ our sins GA1 

      ◦ ungodly speech GB 

      ◦ Yeshua BA35 

 - sinners away from sin RA25 

 - the other cheek JA6 

 - to God GA1 

tz’dakah (see “tzedakah”) 

tzedakah, giving (see “charity”) 

 - in secret EA2 

 - to impress others EA2 

 

U* 
unappeasable, not being AA28 

unbelief, acting in GB54 

unbeliever, preaching in the  

   synagogue of the QA5 

unbelievers  

 - adjudicating their disputes in a 

      court of RA14 

 - are present, speaking in tongues 

      when ZA11 

 - being judged by beit dinim RA12 

 - widows marrying CB7 

 - yoking ourselves with GB1 

unbelieving spouse being allowed to 

   leave CB5 

unclean  

 - calling a person DA43 

 - spirits 

      ◦ allowing ourselves to be  

           deceived by SA5  

      ◦expelling SA3 

 - touching that which is AA26 

 - treating as, that which is clean AA40 

under control when prophesying, 

   keeping EB3 

undeserved punishment, bearing up 

   under UA7 

understand the will of God, seeking 

   to HB2 

understanding of their wives,  

   husbands being CB19 

ungodly 

 - people, fellowshipping with DA67 

 - speech, turning away from GB56  

 - vices, despising AA61 

unholy characteristics, ridding 

   ourselves of AA23 

uninstructed persons are present, 

   speaking in tongues when ZA11 

union with the Lord, standing firm BA58 

   in uniting with his wife, a man  
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   leaving his father & mother & CB16 

unity with the brethren, being in DA15 

unison, partaking of Communion in BA42 

united (in unity /union) 

 - with God BA3 

 - with Yeshua BA3 

unmarried, singles & widows  

   remaining unless sexually driven CB2 

unnatural sexual relations, having 

   or condoning WA3 

unproductive, being GB80 

unveiled & veiled, prophesying EB1 

upbuilding & faith, pursuing that 

   which makes for GB23 

upheavals in the end-times, fearing HA2 

urge, see exhort, encourage, spur 

usefulness of the Holy Scriptures, 

   knowing the HB17 

user of drugs, being a GB10 

using 

 - drugs GB10  

 - our  

      ◦ spiritual gifts to edify the 

           Body of Believers ZA10 

      ◦ time well GB9 

 - Torah as Torah itself intends HB14 

 - wine medicinally GB6 

utilizing God’s grace GB43 

utterance in tongues (see “speaking  

   /prophesying” in tongues) 

 

V* 
veiled 

 - & unveiled, prophesying EB1 

 - praying with head FA7 

vengeful, being DA39 

vengeance, seeking DA39 

vices, despising ungodly AA61 

vigilantly praying FA41 

vile, being AA63 

violate God’s commandments, 

   adhering to traditions that HB3 

violating our neighbor’s conscience DA18 

violence AA23 

virtues, having godly AA61 

virtuous widows over 60, giving 

   congregational support to BB10 

vows (see “promises”) 

vulgarity AA23 

 

W* 
walking in the Holy Spirit by faith 

   & hearing AB6 

want to hear, pursuing only what we GB62 

warning divisive persons RA22 

wars in the end-times, fearing HA2 

watchful for 

 - our enemies, being JA2 

 - the signs and moment of 

      Yeshua’s return HA3 

 - those who would  

      ◦harm us JA2 

      ◦ lead us astray JA2 

way (see “path”) 

 - doing all things in a godly GB29 

 - out of temptation, seeking  

          God’s GB39 

 - that is good, living in a GB18 

weak in faith 

 - arguing with persons who are DA40 

 - welcoming persons who are DA40 

weaknesses of the powerless,  

   bearing the DA11 

wealth 

 - accumulating worldly CA1 

 - pursuing worldly CA1 

 - storing up in heaven CA3 

 - worldly, putting Yeshua ahead 

      of CA2 

weapons  

 - arming ourselves with spiritual SA4 

 - wearing & employing God’s GB11 

wearing 

 - God’s armor & weaponry GB11  

 - immodest clothing &     

      adornments while in prayer FA15 

weighed down by the  

   commandments of Torah, being HB10 

welcoming 

 - little children GB27 
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 - our  

      ◦ brother DA4 

      ◦ neighbor DA4 

      ◦ persons weak in faith DA40 

 - the pure of heart GB27 

 - Yeshua by welcoming children BA41 

well, using our time GB9 

what  

 - to say when persecuted, being 

      concerned with JA4 

 - we want to hear, pursuing only GB62 

when called, remaining in the same 

   condition of circumcision as DB1 

wholesome, things that are AA25 

widowed 

 - grandmothers, grandchildren 

      supporting their BB6 

 - mothers, children supporting  

      their widowed BB5 

 - relatives, women supporting 

      their widowed BB8 

widows  

 - and orphans, providing &  

   caring for DA11, BB3 

 - in need, congregations  

      supporting BB9 

 - marrying unbelievers CB7 

 - not pursuing remarriage (see 

      “virtuous widows”) 

 - over 60 who have been virtuous, 

      giving congregational support 

      to BB10 

 - remaining unmarried unless 

      sexually driven CB2 

wife (see “spouse”), a man leaving 

   his father & mother and uniting  

   with his CB16 

wild parties, participating in GB72 

Will of God 

 - obeying the BA10  

 -  seeking to understand the HB2 

 - submitting to the HB25 

wine  

 - and bread, partaking of BA42 

 - medicinally, using GB6 

wisdom 

 - conducting ourselves with GB8 

 - praying for FA34 

 - pursuing  

      ◦ godly GB37 

      ◦ worldly GB37 

wise, being JA5 

wisely conducting ourselves GB8 

witnesses 

 - being Yeshua’s BA26 

 - having two or three when 

      accusing a leader RA5 

wives (see “spouses”) 

 - and husbands being  

      codependent CB17 

 - attributes & behaviors of  

      leaders’ OA6 

 - being led by their husbands CB18 

 - doing what is right CB27 

 - faithful to their husbands CB25 

 - following their husbands CB8 

 - honoring their husbands CB8 

 - husbands respecting their CB29 

 - nurturing the inner character of 

      their heart CB26 

 - remaining silent in  

      congregational meetings FB1 

 - succumbing to fear CB28 

 - husbands 

      ◦ being understanding of their CB19  

      ◦ loving their CB9 

 - receiving clarification from  

      their husbands FB5 

 - respecting their husbands CB10 

 - submitting to their husbands CB8 

 - treated harshly by husbands CB19 

 - who leave their husbands 

      remaining single CB22 

woman’s hair length required/ 

   permitted GB38 

women 

 - being  

      ◦ adorned while in prayer FA15 

      ◦ homemakers FB9 

 - continuing in faith & love FB6 

 - dressing modestly FB4 

      ◦ in prayer FA15 
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 - exercising control over men FB3 

 - having 

      ◦ authority over men FB3  

      ◦ control over men FB3 

 - learning in peace while fully 

      committed FB2 

 - living a holy & modest life FB7 

 - supporting their widowed  

      relatives BB8 

 - teaching  

      ◦ men FB3 

      ◦ younger women FB8 

 - treating with respect DA60 

 - younger, treating as sisters DA60 

Word of  

 - God (see “God’s Word”) 

      ◦ asking payment for  

           ministering the NA4 

      ◦ being a hearer & doer of the HB22 

      ◦ distorting the HB9 

      ◦ internalizing the HB11 

      ◦ in Yeshua’s Name, receiving  

           all who minister the NA11 

      ◦ learning the HB18 

      ◦ living according to the GB22  

      ◦ praying for workers to  

           minister the FA4 

      ◦ preserving the integrity of  

           the HB9 

      ◦ proclaiming the HB19 

      ◦ receiving the implanted HB21 

      ◦ speculating about the HB13 

      ◦ teaching the NA15 

      ◦ thirsting for the HB24 

 - Messiah 

      - internalizing the HB11 

      - teaching the NA15 

words 

 - from/to Revelation, adding or 

      removing HB26 

work 

 - diligently doing God’s GB30 

 - working at honorable GB3 

workers to minister God’s existence  

   & identity FA4 

working 

 - at honorable work GB3 

 - for the Lord Messiah Yeshua GB78 

 - out our deliverance /salvation  

      with fear & trembling SA2  

 - to  

      ◦ earn our living GB21 

      ◦ serve the New Covenant GB41 

 - willingly, indentured servants LA7 

works 

 - befitting repentance, doing GA5 

 - teaching good NA25 

world contamination, avoiding AA12 

worldly  

 - pleasures, renouncing AA11 

 - possessions 

      ◦ accumulating CA1 

      ◦ pursuing CA1 

 - rules & teachings, obligating 

      ourselves to GB49 

 - standards, not adhering to AA12 

 - wealth, putting Yeshua ahead of CA2 

 - wisdom, pursuing GB37 

worshiping 

 - created things FA40 

 - God 

      ◦ in Spirit & truth FA16 

      ◦ the one true FA2 

 - in psalms, songs & music FA8  

 - other gods FA2 

 - the beast or his image HA6 

 - with gratitude FA29 

 - Yeshua FA28 

worthy of approval, presenting 

   ourselves to God as BA24 

worrying about 

 - adequate provisions MA1 

 - anything MA4 

 - matters of everyday living MA3 

 - tomorrow MA3 

worthy of our calling in the Lord, 

   living our lives GB4 

wounding our neighbor’s conscience DA18 

wrong 

 - doing, in order to do good AA46  

 - planning to do AA37 

wrongdoers, giving support to DA30 
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X* 
 

 

Y* 
“yes” be “yes,” letting our AA58 

Yeshua 

 - abolished the Torah or the  

      prophets, believing that HB8 

 - and God, doing everything to  

      bring glory to GB24 

 - arming ourselves with the mind 

      of SA9 

 - a soldier of, being SA6 

 - as our spiritual leader,  

      acknowledging OA5 

 - being ashamed of  BA60 

       ◦ our belief in BA5 

       ◦ our faith in BA5 

 - believing in BA4 

 - boasting about QA2 

 - close relationship with, having a BA29 

 - coming to, 

       ◦ for refreshment BA2 

       ◦ for renewal BA2 

       ◦ for rest BA2 

 - deity, believing he is BA32 

 - denying our 

       ◦ belief in BA5 

       ◦ faith in BA5 

 - despising BA31  

 - devoting our lives to BA16 

 - died for our sins, believing  

      that BA28, TA11 

 - doing everything unto GB17 

 - faith in, having BA4 

 - following BA40 

 - forgiveness of sins in, seeking GA2 

 - glorifying BA33 

 - hearing the words of BA13 

 - holding to the doctrines,  

      traditions, & teachings of GB20 

 - honoring BA11 

 - humbling ourselves before BA55 

 - is Messiah, using the Tanakh 

      to show that NA7 

 - knowing  

       ◦ God through BA14 

       ◦ him as the one mediator BA51 

 - lifting up BA12 

 - like, aspiring to be BA17 

 - living with BA49 

 - loving BA21 

 - making disciples of QA1 

 - Messiah, believing he is BA32 

 - ministering  

      ◦ the Word of NA15 

      ◦ with the wisdom of NA21 

 - patterning our life after GB14 

 - pleasing BA8 

 - praising BA8 

 - pursuing shalom in GB35 

 - putting 

      ◦ ahead of worldly wealth CA2  

      ◦ before all things & persons BA25 

 - raising our children to believe in CB20 

 - receiving BA40 

 - reconciled to God in, being BA18 

 - rejecting BA35 

 - rejoicing 

       ◦ in BA48 

       ◦ with BA48 

 - relationship with, having a BA29 

 - Remembrance of, receiving the BA42 

 - rooted in, being BA46 

 - seeking forgiveness of sins in GA2 

 - serving BA15 

 - son of God, believing he is the BA32 

 - teaching 

      ◦ disciples of QA1  

      ◦ the Word of NA15 

 - tempting BA1 

 - testing BA1 

 - the Messiah who was raised  

      from the dead, remembering BA59 

 - treating Torah as having been 

      replaced by HB7 

 - trusting in BA4 

      ◦ for salvation TA1 

 - turning away from BA35 
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 - union /unity with, being in BA3 

 - united with, being BA3 

 - was raised from the dead, 

      believing that TA10 

 - welcoming, by welcoming 

       children BA41 

 - working for the Lord Messiah GB78 

Yeshua’s  

 - ambassador, ministering as NA18 

 - blessings, acknowledging BA39 

 - commandments, obeying BA10 

 - compassion, knowing BA38 

 - Good News 

       ◦ believing BA20 

       ◦ listening to BA20 

       ◦ obeying BA20 

 - holiness, acknowledging BA56 

 - kindness 

      ◦ receiving BA27 

      ◦ acknowledging BA39 

 - love, receiving BA27 

 - mind, arming ourselves with SA9 

 - Name 

      ◦ being immersed in GA4 

      ◦ calling on, for salvation BA36, 

  TA8  

      ◦ doing everything in GB16 

      ◦ praying to the Father in FA17 

      ◦ receiving all who minister 

           God’s Word in Yeshua’s NA11 

 - return, being  

      ◦ alert for the signs & moment 

           of  HA3 

      ◦ deceived as to the signs & 

           moment of HA1 

      ◦ ready for the signs &  

               moment of HA3 

      ◦ watchful for the signs 

           & moment of HA3 

 - return, patiently awaiting HA5 

 - sacrifice 

       ◦ embracing 

             - for forgiveness BA36 

             - for redemption BA36 

             - for righteousness BA36 

       ◦ knowing it is for everyone BA50 

 - teachings, being ashamed of BA60 

 - witnesses, being BA26 

 - Word, teaching NA15 

yielding to fear, wives DB28 

yoke of slavery, returning to a LA2 

yoked with unbelievers or heretics, 

   being GB1 

yoking ourselves with unbelievers 

   or heretics GB1 

younger  

 - men, treating as brothers DA60 

 - women  

        ◦ teaching FB8 

        ◦ treating as sisters DA60 

young persons, treating with respect DA60 

 

Z* 
zealous for what is good, being GB71 

 


